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Are boutiques, cafés, restaurants and bars the stuff of serious enquiry, and is what can be found in them of value to culture, architecture and architectural history? The series ‘Interior Architecture’, by the Chair of Interiors in TU Delft, of which this book is part, will show that the answer to both these questions is yes.

Architectural artifacts such as these are often financially and sensually extravagant, short-lived and rely as much on publicity as on their own physical form for their effect. They stylize cultural moments and deliver them through personal experience. These aspects make them significant as cultural phenomena.

Their ways of accommodating high design with the attitudes of commerce, clients and users and incorporating social and cultural rituals directly in their built fabric offer compelling lessons for architects who want to make buildings that are both high art and highly communicative.

In historical terms, they are among the places where the drama of making sense of the social, political and economic events that shape the modern world have been played out.

In shops and boutiques these deep events are manifested on the surface of society as fashion and reflected in design as style, and it might be said that this is the true subject of the book.

Mark Pimlott’s introductory chapter, ‘The boutique and the mass market’, discusses the many other connections between those two levels while Sophie Dubuisson-Quellier in her chapter, ‘The shop as market space’, discusses the transactions before, during and after selling from her perspective as a Research Fellow at the Centre de Sociologie des Organisations, Paris.

In Chapters 4 and 5, David Vernet’s interviews with the design departments of G-Star and Louis Vuitton show very lucidly the particular relationship between business and imagery that typifies fashion retailing and makes boutiques a compelling subject of study.

However, the heart of the book consists of David Vernet and Leontine de Wit’s series of detailed case studies of boutiques that have shaped the genre. Though principally about boutiques for clothes and equipment – apparel for bodies and places – the case studies begin with a shop for the body itself, the Pfund dairy in Dresden from 1891. Here the strong ambition for social reform is manifested through diet, hygiene, social gathering and exposure to art. This design is not alone in having an explicit basis of ideas and values. All those studied turn out to be ideologically informed.

Knize, the gentleman’s clothing shop of 1905, is infused with Adolf Loos’ theories of the relation of artifacts to culture and his sense of Vienna as a failing imperial capital from which a troubled modernism was flowing.

In contrast, Victor Gruen’s configuration of shops for the US clothing chain Grayson of 1940, as boutiques infused with the techniques of suburban shopping, projects an optimistic view of
American consumer society and the development of the idea of consumers as individuals.

At the present time, Oki-ni in London of 2001 deals with the merger of traditional retailing with on-line selling. The design by 6a architects possesses the laconic quality, offhand styling and televisual view of the world that has accompanied the fluidity and uncertainty of recent times.

All the case studies in this book portray the development of retail architecture over one hundred years and indicate the future trends.

Tony Fretton
Professor, Chair of Interiors
Faculty of Architecture
Technical University of Delft
The Netherlands
The boutique – the very word conjures up images of swinging London and the King’s Road in the 1960s – was the humble descendant of two specific types of retail entities. The first, found in the arcades of the metropolitan centres of the nineteenth century, was the small shop with carefully crafted interiors purveying specialist commodities. The second was the appended prêt-à-porter concern of haute couture houses of the early twentieth century, offering well-designed accessories rather than couture at affordable prices. The boutique of the 1960s shared characteristics of both: the idea of being special sprinkled upon customers by the nineteenth-century shop and the accessibility and entertainment provided by au courant design.

The boutique – that special enterprise, that little world unto itself, enticing customers to its interior, seducing them, offering them something exclusive and unique reflecting their proprietors and, by association, their own individuality – suffered from the twentieth century’s particular elaboration of the condition of modernity. The devastation of the Great War (1914–18), the ensuing political uncertainty, global economic collapse and the catastrophe...
of the Second World War (1939–45) all combined to cause the boutique’s great home – the arcade – to fall into disuse and disrepute.\(^2\) Retiring from its role as the abode of specialist and luxury commodities, the arcade (fig. 1.1) came to provide marginal shelters for businesses and goods that had departed from the scenes of urban consciousness. Walter Benjamin evoked this world of abandoned utopias and \textit{kitsch} in the many notes that survive from his \textit{Arcades Project}.\(^3\) Thus exiled, small specialist shops were forced to survive in different contexts: in boulevards, high streets and, from the 1950s, in shopping malls: those quasi-public environments devised for everyone rather than \textit{cognoscenti}; designed for generic conditions rather than specific \textit{milieux}. The small shop was largely absent from the consumer psyche. Instead, the ‘retail outlet’ dominated high streets and malls, catering predominantly to a clientele of predictable circumstances with equally predictable spending habits. A mass market had come into being as a direct consequence of the Second World War. In the United States, government, industry, business and finance actively encouraged

\(^2\) J.F. Geist, \textit{Le Passage}, Liège, 1982

Americans to consume on an epic scale, and provided the means to
do so through the enablement of loans, mortgages and credit.\(^4\)

In Europe, the Marshall Plan (1947), directed at the post-war
rebuilding of institutions and society, provided cash and the
commodities upon which it could be spent, and so constructed
another consumer society parallel to and dependent upon America’s
own.\(^5\) The prevailing tendency in both situations was the production
and consumption of a limited number of goods that were deemed
to be essential: equipment for the home and for individual mobility.
The demand for items was determined so as to be predictable, and
integrated with industrialized production that had recently been
dedicated to armaments.\(^6\) It was only when these ‘essential’ desires
had been substantially fulfilled that more particularized forms of
consumption for a large public were able to re-emerge.

Such forms were not necessarily dedicated to so-called luxury
goods, but to goods that would have been considered exclusive in the
1950s. Such a description held true for the small shops of the arcades.
Particularity, that in some way reflected the specificity of the
consumer’s desires and the actual specificity of individuals and groups
within society, was a quality that was ‘rediscovered’, developed and
exploited. In the United States, this rediscovery was coincident with
the rise of the civil rights movement, student movements and the
visibility and realization of lifestyles other than those of the white,
suburban middle class. By the mid-1960s, people increasingly regarded
themselves as individuals or ‘free agents’ rather than as consumers
with common aims, class or ethnicity. In Western Europe, the careful,
transnational management of Marshall Plan funds\(^7\) and the structuring
of states along the broad principles of social welfare-tempered
capitalism led to widespread consumer confidence, although this was
experienced quite differently in each country.

The boutique’s reappearance within fully developed consumer
economies obliged it to relate to mass markets, regardless of its
modesty or particularity to locale. This relation to markets or audiences
was quite different from the business contexts characteristic of the
specialist shops of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and
caused boutiques and their owners to find new ways of representing
and situating themselves in order to retain their ‘uniqueness’.

**The boutique concept**

In the mid-1960s, the boutique made its reappearance as a
manifestation and in the service of a re-emergent individualism,
the fruit of a newly adult bumper generation – the so-called ‘Baby
Boomers’ – born immediately after 1945. The boutique found itself
situated in the context of a highly-developed and competitive mass
market. These two potentially conflicting realities came into focus at
approximately the same time. The boutique had already been isolated
as a particular phenomenon in British retailing: it was first noted in
1957 as a specialized fashion outlet contained within a department
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store, selling ready-to-wear clothes by designers as opposed to the wholesale fashion that dominated the main store. In advance of this format, Coco Chanel’s Maison Couture contained a boutique selling accessories and perfume in 1929. Designers such as Mary Quant took their small-scale, home-based productions into small shops, and offered clothes and accessories to young customers who wanted to express themselves through the purchase of inventive and non-conformist designs that were unavailable in the high street. In a moribund context, these products carried the aura of uniqueness. Customers identified with the boutiques’ (and their owners’/designers’) quite explicit ideas concerning ways of living, which were ‘woven into’ their products. In the case of Quant, Chanel and her ideas served as exemplars. Customers were consumers of those ideas. The products of these boutiques in some way represented the interests and desires of their consumers. Shoppers often left the shops wearing their purchases, as though their visit to the boutique was part of their own personal transformation.

The interiors of these boutiques reflected the particularity of their owners, and stood as expressions of those individuals’ ethos. In many cases, the businesses of each of these proprietors had started in their homes. Mary Quant felt that people expressed themselves in what they wore – as essentially joyous, sexually charged – and the interior of her boutiques were consequently ‘fun’. The seduction therein was a promise of liberation. Zandra Rhodes’s boutique was a place where people hung out to be part of a scene, so much so that the business end of its operation never quite came to fruition. The Beatles had a boutique, Apple, which was simply a meeting place for people who wanted to be touched by their mystique, and to brush with celebrities. The sale of products was just one component of the package, not central to the Apple ‘experiment’ and probably the least successful. Celebrity was an important aspect of the boutique concept: the boutique was an expression of individuality which people could touch and share (as opposed to a celebrity that people wanted to get a piece of), an ideal outlet for fan/consumer identification. Apple was representative; so was George Best’s boutique. The boutique depended upon the personality of its proprietors, and accorded celebrity to them: Mary Quant, Barbara Hulanicki (Biba), Tommy Roberts (Mister Freedom); in the 1970s, Vivienne Westwood (SEX and others), Paul Smith. Expression and success in Britain were a relative novelty, and those who achieved it in various walks of life, through irreverence, wit and creativity were lionized by a young public looking to assume control of their world. The training these consumers received through advertising that consumption was the route to realization of desire made their identification with fashion designers and boutiques natural.

Celebrity was one aspect of the boutique’s appeal, fitting in neatly with a full evolution of consumer culture, in which advertising enticed a completely ‘new’ generation, one that was furthermore
fed on utopian promises and imagery. In America, this utopia was to be realized in the form of a 'Space Age', representing a new phase of technological revolution spearheaded by space exploration, computing and communications technology; in Britain, this was encapsulated by Prime Minister Harold Wilson in the phrase, the 'white heat' of technology.\(^\text{15}\)

The prevailing rhetoric was that the world was to be liberated through technology (its incipient promise).\(^\text{16}\) One aspect of that liberation was the very real freedom to consume, fuelled by credit. If there was to be a sense of liberation within this context, then variety or choice was the necessary correlate: the freedom to choose. It was implied, particularly in advertising, that it was possible to make a choice in lifestyle, or choose fragments of a variety of lifestyles that suited one’s personality. Uniqueness was for everyone. With that came the freedom to define one’s beliefs, ideological, religious or otherwise. Conflicts naturally arose with a variety of interesting consequences. These freedoms – complete with their contradictions – became fuel for designers, who freed themselves from adherence to conventional precedents: their work was characterized by spontaneity, impermanence and references to popular culture; they borrowed freely from outward signs of consumerism, sub-cultures and ‘ethnic’ sources, history and space-age futurism.

The material that designers referred to communicated to customers because it enveloped consumers and creators alike: framed within the outlets and language of mass communication, the portrayal of manifestations of popular culture suited their selling to a mass market. It was immediately evident to designers such as Mary Quant that the ideal relation to the consumer lay more in appeals to this market, to larger groups of people,\(^\text{17}\) to a generation apparently moving in the same direction. The single Quant boutique, the unique experience related to Mary Quant’s world-view – inspired by the simple and iconclastic figure of Coco Chanel, who really invented the boutique in the modern form as a place to shop in the world of the designer in a relaxed manner\(^\text{18}\) – was broadened so that there were several boutiques, not only in the same city, but in different parts of the country, in other cities, even in other countries, in entirely different markets.\(^\text{19}\) The scale of operations of the company increased dramatically to simultaneously accommodate and stimulate demand. Quant’s operation spread across London, then Britain, then America and beyond. It is currently owned by a Japanese concern and situated as a worldwide brand.\(^\text{20}\) Barbara Hulanicki’s Biba grew very quickly from one boutique to a department store in London’s Kensington High Street with a mail order service.\(^\text{21}\) Its offerings of Art Nouveau and Art Deco motifs – evoking the scenery and accoutrements of decadence – first in clothes and then in all sorts of products and goods for the home and the individual, represented the fantasy of the many rather than the few. (Biba’s rapid expansion was faster than its ability to exploit its market, however, and it failed, ensuring its legendary status. It is
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currently undergoing a renaissance.) The simple napkins and tablecloths business of Laura Ashley quickly grew to sell simple fashions sold in a series of boutiques, then a large store in London selling household goods, a mail-order service and outlets in America and elsewhere.\textsuperscript{22} It, too, is now owned by a Japanese concern.\textsuperscript{23}

**Boutique as device**

The boutique as a ‘one-off’ phenomenon was legendary and relatively short-lived. Its success, as part of the blossoming of a particular period of culture in which change seemed possible and its manifestations abundant, ultimately relied upon the mechanisms of success – coincident with the mechanisms of fame – that were germane to its markets. This mass market required particular forms of address. The interior of the shop signified the boutique; its location in downtown and then regional shopping malls distributed it; advertising and promotion in mass-media outlets (particularly printed media) marketed it. As long as the retailer retained the aura of specificity to markets or audiences through its communications, its outlets would retain the aura of the boutique. The boutique, finally, was the outpost of the retailer’s aura. The boutique signified uniqueness and represented its customers’ – its consumers’ – select judgement.

The pattern of growth – from garret-based production through high street boutique to presence in the mass marketplace through advertising and promotion – became the standard development from obscurity to prosperity for individual entrepreneurs. The various successes following this course were celebrated in the editorial pages and features of magazines, whose very existence depended upon advertising revenue. Boutique designers’ products were frequently embedded in the economic life of department stores, making those retailers continuously relevant.\textsuperscript{24} This real relationship – in the marketplace and in the structure of magazine publicity and finance – helped secure the position of ‘small’ designers in the mass market. The genius of retail entrepreneurs was in their ability to understand and command this mass market.\textsuperscript{25} Once in the mass marketplace, the outposts of so-called smaller retailers could appear anywhere: in a high street, shopping mall or airport. They appeared wherever the market – by implication, their audience – wanted them to be. Because their outlets were discrete and modest (with designs apparently particular to each outlet), they were flexible, and could withdraw from financially difficult circumstances easily. They could appear, and disappear.

The market placement strategies of these designers’ companies became useful, ultimately, to larger commercial concerns. Benetton, a company that began as a family operation, was able to operate at the scale of the department store on a national and international level in a short period of time, but acknowledged that its target audience (young, with moderate resources) responded to boutique-style
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Benetton recognized the boutique as a *motif* which could be distributed in as dense concentrations as could be sustained in any particular locale. The design of its boutiques was recognizable world-wide through the most minimal of devices: the shop signage, the modest modifications in colour and ironmongery to standard, mass-produced shop fronts and the colourful clothes within. The interiors were accumulations of off-the-shelf shop-fitting equipment, requiring only correct placement in relation to the consumer, something which had already been scientifically described.

Retail chains such as Benetton in Europe and The Gap in the United States catered to largely young audiences: they eventually acquired other brands that served markets both ‘above’ and ‘below’ their own target audience, and thus expanded their reach and established a tiered retailing strategy. In one direction, The Gap acquired the Banana Republic, a set of two shops in 1983, and situated the brand so to serve a ‘discerning’ consumer group; in the other, it launched the company Old Navy, aimed at an audience dedicated to ‘fun, fashion, and value’ in 1994. The company built a vertical or pyramidal target audience, in which each brand occupied a tier that related to and referred, or aspired to, the condition – income bracket, style, lifestyle – of that immediately above it. The Gap served a mass market in ever larger and more ubiquitous retail environments: its market strategy nevertheless appealed to those specialist retailers who saw the value of presence across vertical market groupings. The rampant successes tied to this strategy – wherein a company was assembled from ‘a family’ of brands targeted at various levels of the marketplace – led to this becoming standard practice in the acquisition atmosphere of business in the 1980s and 1990s.

This was not lost on those luxury brands who had found that their markets had been eroded by the expanded reach of popular and ‘boutique’ brands. Traditionally, these luxury brands had been reliant upon their status, manifest in the exclusivity of their products, the sites of their appearance (events, editorial features, selective advertising, salons, the bodies of celebrities and royalty) and the rarity of their shops, another measure of their exclusivity. In danger of being rendered obsolete or left with very narrowly defined markets, a series of takeovers and mergers of luxury brands in the late 1980s and early 1990s established conglomerates or ‘retail groups’, incorporating all aspects of their particular, specialized markets. For example, the creation of LVMH (Louis Vuitton Moët Hennessy) in 1987 ensured that a large portion of expenditure in the retail area would find itself within the shelter of one corporate umbrella. This group covered the markets of ‘wines and spirits; fashion and leather goods; perfumes and cosmetics; watches and jewellery; selective retailing; and other activities’. LVMH furthermore recognized the necessity of broadening their appeal, and speculated that their exclusivity could be made accessible to a wider public through publicity and expressions of their environments, either mediated or actualized.
The image of these brands was made more visible and intentionally more appealing or alluring to a mass public, conveyed through its traditional avenues of publicity (fig. 1.2); and through aggressive advertising, the expansion of the variety and nature of their products and the multiplication of their retail outlets. The critical and necessary aura of exclusivity of such brands – their unique selling point – was carried by the brands’ identities rather than by the nature of the brands’ products, environments or audiences. Luxury brands invaded the mass market and exploited its methods of organization and communication, assuming strategies that resembled those of mass-market merchandisers.

Icons and disguises
Advertising for these luxury brands – now either fronted by or massed together in large corporations – typically exploited the fantasy and plenitude associated with luxury and its surfaces. The complete artificiality offered by, for example, an advertisement for a Gucci bag, was precisely parallel to the experience a customer might anticipate in the enveloping, specific environment of a tiny, perfect shop. The resulting shops, no longer exclusive by their rarity, but rolled out in cities all over the world, reflected the atmosphere generated by their publicity and the expectations of their newly courted audiences: their surfaces assumed great importance. Their interiors of these very attractive super-boutiques owed much to ingenious lighting arrangements, highly polished material treatments (such as those devised by Tom Ford for Gucci; or by Jacques Helleu for Chanel) and iconic architectural containers: buildings that looked more like images than like buildings. Shops for Louis Vuitton by Jun Aoki or Kazuyo Sejima; and for Prada by Herzog and de Meuron were notable for their indebtedness to publicity’s virtual surfaces and environments. These outlets could be qualified as boutiques in that they conveyed the precision of such places, and furthermore in that they represented the ‘idea’ of the brand as it had been nurtured within its audience through publicity. It is in the nature of publicity of luxury goods that the consumer is intended to identify with the uniqueness and exclusivity of the object of desire: it mirrors and represents the individuated consumer, who is obliged to suffer the paradox of feeling uniquely attracted to a mass-produced artefact subject to mass publicity.

In the Prada ‘Epicenters’, designed by Rem Koolhaas/OMA/AMO in New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco, a new kind of shop and set of relations between customer and retailer was envisaged. In their realization, the repeatability of luxury products was rendered transparent. The interior of the New York boutique – with its tribune for the display of shoes and special events, display cages ranging across the ceiling on tracks, cylindrical glass lift, billboard-scale photographic wallpaper, changing rooms with glass walls rendered opaque at the press of a pedal, and an information system that allowed workers and clients alike to have full descriptions of and access to the store’s
products – was intended to be a delivery mechanism for a full, abundantly available range of (admittedly desirable) products. The critical component of the design, with which the architects were closely involved, was a computerized information system operated by staff and customers that showed the variety of products and their availability. It was hoped that staff would be able to tailor their attention to the customers’ desires and customize their shopping, and to communicate effectively with other staff while continuing to attend to them. Customers would thus be enabled to make choices as easily as possible. This, of course, was devised to increase the volume of sales, but also to engineer a shopping experience closer to that of online purchasing, with its sense of privacy, and streamlined selections based on the shopper’s preferences, either stated or inferred by that individual’s purchasing history. The ‘customization’ of the relationship between the retailer and the customer was precisely analogous to the experience of a small shop selling specialist goods to a known, individual customer: a boutique. The computer system was not, however, taken to by staff, or understood by customers, and so the New York Prada store remained an interior closely associated with its publicity aura: reinforced by its architect’s rhetorical advocacy and its own celebrity, augmented by its appearance as a protagonist on television’s Sex and the City.

Raised to the status of celebrity (like Macy’s and Tiffany’s before it), Prada’s New York ‘boutique’ appeared in the manner that specialist commodities had been appearing for some time: as a token. In film, luxury commodities served as promotional devices, at once signifying themselves and conferring ‘glamour’ upon the scenes of their appearance. In music videos broadcast on MTV or other outlets, they were appropriated, by rap artists in particular, precisely for their connotations of elevated status and wealth. In this context, the artifacts (luxury automobiles, accessories, drinks) acted as totems: their purported significance was used to transform audience associations into tribal identification. The location of such products in mediated scenes – simulacra of the popular realm – in which they were designed to play symbolic roles, lent them notoriety, enhancing their aura and their apparent involvement in ‘real life’, consequently extending their markets.

Luxury brands diversified their production to accommodate and infiltrate these new potential markets: motifs drawn from street culture, such as ‘bling’ (the ‘sound’ of light reflecting off jewellery) and graffiti, were used to cultivate different, wider audiences. There was a correlate: these new products lent street credibility to its traditional customers. This retail strategy had been used previously by luxury brands and boutique owners in the 1980s and 1990s, in those designs for shop interiors and advertisements that adopted the tropes of the contemporary art and its sites. Appropriation of the ‘white cube’ and ‘documentary photography’ – for example, by Helmut Lang (owned by Prada) – associated products and producers with ‘high’ culture of the
moment, and blurred their activities and appearances with those of art and design.

For corporate retail concerns, a path opened for both actual and mediated retailing environments that sought legitimacy through association with other manifestations of culture, so-called 'low' culture, particularly photography, publicity and 'the street'. Such environments blurred differences between these manifestations, denied their specificity and used them either as props or décor, in inverse to film and rap's uses of luxury brands as symbols. The movement toward equivalence in products and their representations – both 'high' and 'low' – had been characteristic of the relationship between advertising, fashion and popular culture in the 1960s, and integral to the boutique's re-emergence. At that time, boutiques borrowed from the techniques of large retailers and publicity to forge relationships with the mass market. By its nature, the movement to equivalence offered each type of producer the possibility to act in the realm and in the manner of another: within this expanded field, associations with and allusions to other producers and to other forms and tropes of production have maximized the perception of the market, its apparent scope (wherein 'high' and 'low' are equivalent and thus connected) and the potential for making money.

In this atmosphere of one world (brought together by publicity), retailers have been enabled to evince qualities – classically germane to
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the boutique – of eccentricity, uniqueness and philanthropy. In the case
of large retail companies, LVMH pursues a policy of involvement with
the arts: Louis Vuitton’s new store in Paris contains large-scale,
permanent installations by artists whose ostensible purpose is to make
its customers think about or be in culture while shopping. The
presence of art, treated seriously and at considerable expense by its
hosts, lends a different order of credibility to the company, in which it
becomes patron, and ‘not just a retailer’ (fig. 1.3). The corporation thus
acquires a more human character, appealing to its customers as human
and thoughtful, and transferring these qualities to its customers
through the silent contract that exists between them. Miuccia Prada
owns a contemporary art foundation, whose activities, although
separate from those of Prada’s fashion stores, invites confusion in
distinctions between the programmes and thus the purposes of Prada
as a whole, making that global retail enterprise appear to operate
following the idiosyncratic policies of the proprietor, and hence, of a
boutique. Agnès Trouble, the proprietor of agnès b., runs art and
publishing programmes alongside the retail operations of agnès b.
stores, which lend the impression of an intimate and individual nature
to what is a global retail concern. One of its own websites associates
this individual touch with the individual expression of the customer:

For over 25 years now, wearing agnès b. has become akin to the
expression of one’s character. As a designer, agnès still has time
for her other passions as a photographer, film producer and an
avid collector as well as a supporter of the arts.

These latter two companies are indeed the fruit of concepts of
their proprietors, and with evident success have situated the intimacy
of the boutique idea within the realities of the mass market.

The boutique appropriates the boutique
In the atmosphere of appropriation, interference and transgression
fully cultivated by the turn of the twenty-first century, one might
conclude that the boutique has been able to recuperate its own
characteristics in the wake of its appropriation by luxury retailers, to
appear, again, as unique. The boutique is a captivating model, evidently
able of conveying its ideas at the scale of either global operation,
single retail outlet, or website. A number of examples of retail
operations at different scales serve to illustrate the lasting viability
and appeal of the boutique motif.

A boutique in this mould is the New York design store Moss, resembling a fashion shop, wholesale warehouse, Wunderkammer and
museum all at once, rendering everything inside, no matter how
different or unique, equivalent. Its sampling of artifacts is eclectic,
bound together by the fetishism of an unidentified ‘collector’ that is
the store and its implied proprietor. The shop is an exhibition of good
taste, captive of neither time nor ideology. This quality is passed onto
the customer, who is posited as a fellow *aficionado* or *connoisseur*. The delectability of the objects on display naturally charge that connoisseur with the role of consumer, who browses the extremely diverse contents with very much the manner of a private individual browsing a website that somehow accommodates his/her catholic, yet discerning, tastes.

The eclecticism and extreme individualism proposed by Moss are echoed in its own website, wherein each artefact is displayed on a white field like some piece of candy, there for the private enjoyment of the viewer. This quality is pursued by retail entities that have no actual street presence whatsoever: the Internet *prêt-à-porter* fashion retailers Yoox and net-à-porter (.com) present themselves on their webpages as interfaces, evoking both fashion magazine and boutique, offering shoppers the possibility to browse and to examine articles closely, at different angles and in detail. The graphics of the webpages are redolent of those of glossy magazine spreads. The process of purchase is simple, quick and not intruded upon by either sales assistants or loud music. Items are delivered to the customer’s home address in carefully designed packaging (of the brand that one has purchased), in the manner of the boutique: the customer is apparently treated like an individual who wants to be treated like an individual.

The aura of privacy and personal, individual (and eclectic) taste cultivated by the Internet is used by the London shop of Oki-ni, which appears as an actualized extension of its own Internet site. Its
extreme ambiguity – its un-shop-ness – seems to point to another direction for the boutique, one in which the boutique is a transient presence with no visible proprietor, and the consumer is entirely responsible for the fulfilment of his/her desire.

The quality of fleeting presence, particular to the boutique of the 1960s and 1970s gave the consumer the feeling of being special, a connoisseur of those things that are of the moment, that come and go, and define the time one lives in, through a private perspective. Treasured shops would appear, then (usually due to financial inviability) disappear, or reappear in another guise, with another name. The 1970s boutiques of Vivienne Westwood and Malcolm MacLaren in London’s King’s Road, such as SEX and World’s End employed this tenuousness as a strategy, proposing a method of attack and withdrawal, camouflage and outrage, that was specific to the nature of the boutique and central to their whole enterprise (fig. 1.4).

As an echo of that modus operandi, Rei Kawakubo’s Comme des Garçons is currently establishing – and rapidly dismantling – a series of shops called ‘Guerilla stores’ in cities across the world that are devised to exist for only a few months, occupying existing premises as they are found. The stores appear as special presences to cognoscenti, and then close, taking their merchandise away from the addresses (announced on the Internet) which appear to be untouched once they depart, hence enhancing the stores’ status as events (fig. 1.5). These events are completely public, known internationally, yet they are designed to appeal to the individual’s – the consumer’s – sense of private discovery.

The project of the boutique, even that conceived by Coco Chanel, has always maintained the idea of engaging a mass market in a fantasy of individual adventure. This principle has seen violent development and modification because of the very nature of the mass market and capital. Retail concerns have become, by necessity, international operations. These retailers’ skills in making their operations continuously relevant and captivating have required constant re-propositions of form, content and relations. Their strategies, and the boutique itself, will undoubtedly continue to develop in accordance with the extreme demands of the market and its innate antagonism, between individuality and conformity.

---

43 Fogg, op. cit.
The social sciences have shown an interest in consumption patterns, purchasing practices and consumer behaviour, but they have tended to overlook the subject of commercial space or architecture. Nevertheless, a number of recent works have sought to understand the functioning of markets by returning to fundamental notions of commercial exchange. This type of sociology is principally concerned with the functioning of market intermediation such as brand, advertising, merchandising, product design and packaging.

One of the central tenets of this chapter is to demonstrate that retail architecture, too, is a vital mechanism in the functioning of market intermediation.

Retail architecture is defined as those market spaces, both real and virtual, that affect the relationship between supply and demand.
The manifestation of this relationship between suppliers and demanders, sellers and buyers, will hereafter be referred to as the market relationship. Large retailers like supermarkets lend themselves more easily to spatial analyses of the market relationship than do other retail spaces, mainly because they serve to concentrate and amplify market intermediation forces. Yet there is much to be learned from studying smaller retail spaces as well, namely the boutique or shop. Before returning to this theme of public and private retail space, an analysis of the shop will be presented that focuses on its status as a market space, and on its function as a mechanism for market intermediation.

Staging the market relationship

The following section will highlight the contribution of the shop to the construction of the market relationship. In Western culture, the influence of an anthropological vision of the commercial exchange is important. It has been thought of in terms of relationship between isolated buyers and sellers who have nothing in common besides the transaction being undertaken by them. In addition, the value of the products involved in the transaction is usually based upon a principle of commensurability. The consumer is therefore said to engage in a series of calculations that equate value with price when choosing a product from what is on offer. One of the shop’s goals is to invoke these principles of isolation, of separate identity between buyer and seller, and to provide the former with the opportunity to identify, classify, distinguish and otherwise appraise the products for sale. This separation was also a means to establish a warm relationship based on loyalty from both sides, as was the case in the old-fashioned retail relationship.

In the consumption process, buyer and seller are no more than ephemeral positions in a transaction. Present relationship is not considered warm and friendly but as purely commercial in nature, and therefore more businesslike and distant. Historically, the role of retail architecture was to ease the businesslike relation, mollifying the brutal and violent process of property exchange with rules of exchange (such as credits and postponed payments in the old-fashioned boutiques) and social rules (such as courtesy and reception). For this reason, some retail spaces today can exaggerate friendliness and warmth, for instance, by making their entryways extra large to convey a sense of welcoming openness, or integrating meeting spaces such as cafés or restaurants into their shops. But these kinds of architectural arrangements typify a preferred relation as well as the kind of customers it want to address. For example, a budget supermarket will radiate its cheapness by extra cold and harsh lighting, since a warm and friendly atmosphere in a shop demonstrates a kind and service-prone relationship, hence one that is more expensive.

If the history of retail is also a history of class, for shops for the upper class did not welcome everybody, today these class distinctions
are no longer so clear. In Vienna, the shop Knize, whose chairs and small salons continue the architectural arrangements of the late nineteenth century, is both inviting and exclusive, such as in the closed shops – *maisons* – where one had to ring the bell to be admitted or even had to make an appointment. The department store (figs 2.2, 2.3, 2.4), with its provenance in the opening of Paris’s famous Bon Marché in 1852, was also designed with social class in mind.\(^7\) This model was based on the sale of inexpensive products that were newly available thanks to the economies of scale realized by industrialization and mass production. Stores like Bon Marché opened up a whole new world of retail for the middle classes, one in which goods were affordable and constantly changing, allowing this social class, especially women, to reach new levels of consumption desires. They attracted their clientele by using three key principles: variety, novelty and service. For the first time, the middle class experienced shopping as an amusement, one that permitted them to benefit from services, such as doormen and porters, that once were reserved solely for the elite. Finally, the architecture of the first department stores evoked the modern and the monumental with abundant use of windows and metallic structures. Gustave Eiffel himself was involved in the original design conception of Bon Marché, which was meant to be luminous and immense, the better to show off the plethora of goods for sale. Some luxury boutiques reacted to the phenomenon of the department store by becoming (or like Knize remaining) even more exclusive. Their definition of luxury was quasi-aristocratic and totally personalized. Their customers, ensconced in an intimate salon reserved exclusively, albeit temporarily, just for them, were pampered from the moment they set foot in the door. Nevertheless, department stores also proposed small salons dedicated to ladies rather than men (fig. 2.1).

Today, the staging of the market relationship can follow these classic formulas, or it can attempt to subvert them. This choice signifies that the same question – how to stage the market relationship – can be treated through myriad architectural means. These run the gamut between two poles, one in which the message or subject is made glaringly plain, the other in which it is voluntarily masked or effaced altogether. In terms of the former, architecture may highlight the cold and sometimes businesslike nature of the market relationship. Here one might see decoration that is brutally sparse and without frills, products that seem wrenched from the world that produced them, and a general ambience made devoid of warmth by crude lighting and excessive use of windows and glass. The shop is supposed to moderate the harshness of the market relationship; wrapping in effect lets the harshness out of the box while containing it within the box that is the shop itself. At the other architectural pole, the warmth of the social relationship is infused into the shop space with decoration that accentuates small, comfortable spaces and overall cosiness. It is in these spaces that social norms come into play most
forcefully, for the architect must consciously choose which norms to signify in the ‘comfortable’ space, and which to subvert. Put another way, the staging of the market relationship today is less about making certain social distinctions apparent than about playing with established social codes that customers can identify. In this way, architecture can directly illustrate in the boutiques some of the social significations of the retail relationship: its brutality as well as its warmth, its social class
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organization as well as its social class mixing, its contribution to the
general production and consumption process as well as its capacity
to provide non-standard products.

The changing roles of customers and staff
Retail architecture is the spatial expression of the envisioned
relationship between customers and shop staff. For example, distinct
spaces for customers and staff are manifestations of their different
roles in the market mediation. Delineation of such spaces has
traditionally been achieved through counters, service windows, front
and back offices or by doors, partitions and curtains that indicate
to the customer the areas to which he or she may have access. The
historic development of this kind of architecture could be found in
transgressive spaces that seek to blur or confuse the spatial boundaries
between buyers and customers. In such spaces customers may enter
areas normally closed to them, even ones that are clearly those of the
seller. These kinds of retail designs also aim to remove some of the
staff obligations, such as helping the customer make his choice, going
to seek products for him, helping him try them on. Buyers and
customers are exchanging roles since customers have to make their
own choices and shop staff may refer to their own customer
experience to help clients.

The aforementioned architectural details and their configuration
not only separate space, they can also prescribe roles. For example, the
wall-mounted sets of drawers behind the counter in the Kníže shop
2.4 Le Printemps, section
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indicate that access to the products within is the prerogative of the shop staff and not the customers. The arrangement of furnishings in this way does more than dictate modes of perception and access by the customer; it also turns the seller into an indispensable intermediary in the transaction. In the traditional role-play of assisted sales situations, it is assumed that only the staff have qualified product knowledge. Customers are required to rely upon the salesperson in order to select a suitable product, and/or to handle that product in the correct way.

The advent of self-service, by contrast, marked a redistribution of retail space and action. More than just another selling technique, it revolutionized the traditional role-play, and gave the customer more agency. Self-service practices emerged throughout the retail sector after the Second World War, usually in boutiques that sold products requiring the minimum of assistance. The packaging industry in the case of the supermarket predated the advent of self-service. Product information on packages or fixed quantities replaced the shop assistant. Also the introduction of labels with product information and washing instructions attached to textiles and clothing made the informed shop assistant more or less redundant. The primary advantage of self-service was lower prices, for it allowed shops to hire fewer personnel, thereby cutting costs. While this may have been the ideal case, this sales technique was not an easy one to implement. Managers found that they had to use gimmicks to attract wary customers, such as hiring actors to move through the store and demonstrate how simple this kind of shopping could be. Ultimately, customer resistance to self-service came from the fact that it required them to develop new competences in exchange for lower prices. It entailed a change of roles, for they had to learn not only how to become informed, or become customers who are capable of making decisions independently, but also how to be price-conscious customers who know what they want and where to look for it, who know how to compare products, and who are disciplined enough to pay for their shopping before leaving the shop.

Revised spatial organization
The customers’ role change had profound implications for the spatial organization of the shop. The customer’s path through the boutique had to be carefully anticipated and planned: shelves had to be accessible and products needed to be grouped together. The consumer competences were guided by in-store devices such as aisles, shelves and signs, which facilitate not only the identification of individual products, but also the comparison of products. Categorization and comparison form the foundation of economic intermediation, and they are what shops of all kinds strive to elicit from their customers – albeit in many different ways. In a grocery store, for example, products like coffee, filters, cereals and biscuits may be grouped in the ‘breakfast section’, thereby giving a coded
indication of appropriate product pairings or complements. Or, in Knizé, products might be grouped according to article of clothing, while in another shop they might be grouped by ensemble. Shops are, in essence, three-dimensional catalogues, places where products can be seen in ways that highlight their differences, as well as their similarities and complements. The department store’s departments, the supermarket’s aisles and the shop’s salons are all spatial modalities that serve to classify, be it by type, colour, style or purpose. For example, in the Flos boutique, lights are presented according to their luminous effects or their shape (fig. 2.5). The products on offer are therefore only ever laid out in spaces that serve simultaneously to separate and segment them.

2.5 Flos showroom in Milan, 1968
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Such thinking was the precursor to the fixed routing of shoppers, of which Ikea is a classic example. Ikea’s customers are routed through the boutique in spiral fashion in order to expose them to as many products as possible, a device borrowed from museums that is now commonplace in every store of the brand. The persistence of this kind of retail architecture indicates that customers have become disciplined by following fixed routings, while at the same time they have gained the ability to circulate autonomously through a space. Today, in most boutiques, there is no explicit routing and it is not entirely self-service either. The shop assistant is still very important, if only because not all available products/models/varieties are on show. There is a counter or information desk. In contrast to the traditional shop, however, there is less pressure to buy. ‘Just looking’ has become a legitimate reason to enter a boutique.

The introduction of self-service by retailers was accompanied by the development of customer competencies in selection processes, which were now guided largely by in-store devices such as aisles, shelves and signs in supermarkets. The planned presentation of products was intended to facilitate the expression of choice, not merely display the full range of what was on offer. This kind of economic intermediation functions in two different ways. On the one hand, it must categorize the products according to what they have in common and, on the other, it must permit each product and its properties to be individually discerned by the customer so that they can be compared.

Intermediation can and should be thought of as one of the principal operations behind the market relationship. The Grayson shop reminds us that retail spaces, above all else, contain elements that prescribe action. At Grayson, customers circulate freely and have visual and physical access to all the products for sale, but most importantly they decide whether or not they want assistance in making their decisions. Grayson is an excellent example of a shop in which presentation is an art in itself. The shop’s theatrical interiors, light-filled and open, are so attractive that the space alone brings people in the door. The idea of attracting shoppers with a splendid, or even an exotic interior including additional amusement was a marketing instrument already used in the late nineteenth-century department store, which really came of age in the 1950s in the United States and the 1960s in Europe with the birth of the shopping mall. The challenge for Grayson, and for all boutiques using this strategy, lies in making the otherwise sublime experience of shoppers into one that incites them to make purchases.

Finally, transactions would not be complete were the products not to change hands through payment operations, and these are also the object of various architectural treatments. The act of payment can be separated from the processes of choice and exchange such that the merchant, who is usually well in control of this stage of the commercial relationship, may choose to repress the idea for as long as possible. The position of cash registers in shops is therefore the result of a
careful balance. Unlike in large stores, where the registers often appear in prominent and quasi-industrial fashion, shop owners walk a line between hiding or detaching them from the operations involving choice, and reminding or associating them with those operations.

The status of payment operations has evolved along with the retail industry. For example, in their quest to cut costs, chain stores began eliminating, as early as the late nineteenth century, the delivery and credit services that had to that point been included in the retail price. In shops, now that customers had to pay cash, the gleaming cash register took a conspicuous place to remind them of this new necessity. Later, with the development of self-service, the act of passing by the cash register became all that was left of the face-to-face contact between the customer and the salespeople. Payment was the final step in the path followed by customers through the store, as reflected by the positioning of cash registers just before the exit. Today, virtually anything is possible regarding the rules for this discrete but requisite operation. For example, certain butcher shops wish to revive the old image of the former neighbourhood establishment. In these shops the entire transaction, from butcher block to cash register, is handled by the owner. The fact that the presence of the shop owner is so noteworthy is a reminder of just how tenuous the link between owner and customer has become in contemporary retailing.

Retail space, however, is not only a location in which a type of social relationship is expressed, it is also a stage on which exchanges play out that are, for the most part, crafted elsewhere.

The shop as market intermediation device
Since the advent of self-service, shops also play a role in constructing market linkages. The market must not be seen as the fortuitous meeting of a pre-determined supply with an autonomously generated demand. Rather, it should be viewed as the result of market techniques and mechanisms that perpetually adjust supply to demand and demand to supply. Although retail architecture is an important market mechanism, the shop is much more than a mere supplement to marketing, advertising and/or packaging. It is, in effect, a space in which various market intermediation devices that were conceived of elsewhere are articulated. These devices are conceived of not by the shop owner or the shop’s architect, but by manufacturers who engage in their own product positioning and marketing strategies. The place of sale is, after all, one of the fundamental components of the marketing mix concept. However, it is a mistake to view the shop as a simple theatre of marketing strategy because it also constitutes the primary link between the manufacturer and buyer. The shop is clearly a space in which a supply of products is concretely assembled and presented, and in which local demand is expressed. In this sense, the shop has a very specific role to play in market mediation. In order to examine more closely what that is, a tripartite concept of market function will be introduced. The first dimension will involve an assessment of the
Representing the market

The work of constructing a representation of the market is in general something done between the factory and the point of sale. A shop that is a branch of a brand retailer, like the shoe company Camper, for example, will rely upon headquarters for market studies. It will also make those market studies possible by monitoring the social interactions that occur in the store and by contributing to the generation of customer and market data. In this sense, retail architecture can be thought of as something that gives sellers the opportunity to know more about their clients. Through combinations of dedicated space and technology, certain architectural settings can help them listen to the customers, deal with their complaints, and compile information about their profiles and habits. For example, private spaces lead customers to take their time and communicate their likes and dislikes to salespeople. The electronic tracking of customer purchases allows the seller to use payment procedures and the space allotted to them as areas of exchange for customer preferences. And, finally, spaces dedicated to pre-purchase activities like product trials are also ways of getting to know the customer.

An example of the latter can be found in record boutiques that allow customers to listen to songs before purchase. This service is valuable to customers and it gives the shop information about trends in the music market or customer reaction to certain songs or artists. These listening areas, which in some instances take up half the store, may be seen not as an extension of the boutique itself, but as its true centre. In contrast to this is the company Oki-ni, an online retailer that operates a small number of shops. These ‘brick and mortar’ spaces function more as show rooms than as retail outlets, since they have virtually nothing for sale in them. Oki-ni gauges customer reaction to what is on display not through customer feedback at its shops, but through the orders they place on its website after visiting the shop. New technologies have greatly expanded the realm of what is possible in this area, mainly by allowing for the rapid production of customer data that can be used during the sales interaction (fig. 2.6). The Prada store in New York, for example, has a way of electronically identifying consumers when they enter. Upon entry, customers are directed to those products that best suit their tastes, again with the aid of an electronic device.

Occasionally, the shop space itself is used as a tool for constructing market identity. The Parisian shop Colette or its Milanese counterpart 10 Corso Como are good examples of this phenomenon,
with their super-trendy and mostly limited edition wares arranged, as if to underscore their rarity, in a museum-like setting. The space helps to create a particular rapport between the customer and the shop because those who buy are partaking directly in the lifestyle aesthetic proposed therein. The space itself segments the visitors, quickly capturing those who want to be in step with what is on offer. The shoe boutique Duchi is also in the business of identifying that niche of the market in which its potential devotees reside. Many of those who visit its store do so not necessarily to buy shoes, but rather to experience the carefully constructed atmosphere. By drawing people in with a certain kind of music, space and overall image, Duchi brings together the group of consumers that it wants as a client base. Both Duchi and Colette demonstrate well that the shop space can do more than just welcome customers whose characteristics have been pre-determined by the marketing strategies of manufacturers. They show that shops can themselves bring together groups of people that are likely to be consumers of the products on offer.

Customer recruitment and loyalty

Customer recruitment and fidelity activities normally occur between the boutique itself and through various advertising media channels that compete to capture customers. The shop is of interest here because it constitutes a static recruitment mechanism, one that draws customers in from the public space outside using its exterior. This concept, first developed by large retailers, is more difficult to carry out in the city because the extent to which stores can recruit in this way is limited by the shop itself and by the surrounding businesses. Shop signs and windows are designed to function in such a way that the passer-by notices the shop, sees what is in the windows, and eventually crosses the threshold. In this sense, the shop is not just a reflection of the brand, but an autonomous mechanism that can acquire customers.
on its own. The Bally shoe shop is a good example of this. Despite the minimalist look of its storefront, the shop effectively attracts the attention of the passer-by by physically encroaching on the sidewalk. In addition to being imposing, this exterior invitation to enter can sometimes be intentionally ambiguous, as in the case of the shop Retti. There, the difficult entryway is intriguing, actually arousing curiosity in the passer-by (fig. 2.7).

Shop windows merit a veritable ethnography all on their own, given how much they have contributed to the construction of the market relationship. In 1830, when the first large retailers developed in northern Europe, they adopted the rule of ‘small profit and quick return’\(^\text{10}\) which allowed them to sell goods cheaply to customers who paid cash. Ultimately, as those from whom goods were bought became less and less like artisans and more like salespeople, set prices were affixed to products and credit sales and haggling were mostly eliminated. The price tag, but also the shop window, the initial function of which was to increase customers’ confidence in retailing practices, thus took their place as methods of acquiring a clientele that would henceforth be part of a redefined relationship, that of ‘no abatement and no second price’, to use the terms of the day.

By the time it has fulfilled its recruitment function, the shop window has also created a relationship between the product and the customer. The windows present sketches or suggestions on how the materials on display can be combined based upon their similarities or differences. Once over the threshold, customers continue to be ‘lured’ through the shop at the suggestion of the architecture, the organization of space and the arrangement of furnishings. There is more to recruitment, however, than just the initial capturing of customers’ attention: their loyalty must also be cultivated. Indeed, successful retailing has long been based upon the dual requirement that boutiques find new ways of attracting customers and new ways of keeping those already acquired. Changing what is for sale, or sometimes simply changing its presentation, are both means of inciting customers to return regularly. Here, the recruitment of customers and the generation of customer loyalty are part of the same operation.

In general, when it comes to loyalty, large retailers must win over customers by means other than the personal relationship between shop owner and customer used in traditional commerce. Bon Marché used to invite its customer to return again and again by making sure that there was always something ‘just in’ to see for the first time. And today, retailers have never turned over collections faster. Some shops have based their customer fidelity strategy on a system in which the products for sale have a limited shelf life that requires them to be continually and completely replaced with new products, so the customer must regularly come back to the boutique. The periodic introduction of the new products is an ‘event’ that draws customers back. Other shops, that are organized as show rooms, or that make

use of stages, scenes or performances, are also using events to attract new customers and to draw back existing ones.

In the opposite approach, some stores recruit clients and generate loyalty by maintaining a constant standard, as was the case in the 1850s in Great Britain with certain grocery stores. This allows them to attract clients from beyond the immediate vicinity of the shop because patrons who have become accustomed to the standard will go to some
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lengths to find it. Thus, there are two approaches to recruitment and fidelity, one involving routine, the other novelty. In the former, customers return again and again to find what is familiar and unchanging, while in the latter they return to be surprised by shops that are never the same.

In addition to the curiosity mentioned earlier, architecture can also affect would-be customers with a specific aesthetic, or simply by catching the eye of those casually strolling by. Doing so is not a negligible task, but beyond getting customers in the door, these devices also highlight the ability of the shop to assert itself as a place or location. Camper, for example, allows its franchisees to open provisional, pre-fabricated stores next to locations where a new Camper boutique is in the process of being built. The idea is to create an event around the building of the new shop, and an occasion, albeit a temporary one, for selling shoes. This location next to a location is designed to mark the space where certain goods will be sold, to communicate to potential and future consumers what will be for sale. Just as stores in the nineteenth century used criers to attract customers by announcing promotions or the arrival of new merchandise, so Camper uses its provisional stores to announce its arrival on the scene.

Adjusting supply and demand
While manufacturers have a vested interest in matching supply with demand, much of the work of doing so is handled at the retail level. As was discussed previously, retail architecture is routinely used to create spaces that help sellers assess the preferences of their customers. These might be listening corners in a music shop, dressing rooms in a clothing boutique or spaces where customers can order customized goods. However, these architectural features are not the only means by which shops can adjust supply and demand. They can also contribute directly to the redefinition of certain aspects of supply by influencing demand in a specific and dynamic way. Such retail spaces are designed to experiment with or test on a larger scale, that area which exists between a supply of goods and the demand for them. It is in this ephemeral area where new ideas are introduced and consumer desires are shaped.

Like the sneak preview of a film or the unveiling of a concept car, the shops that explore this terrain want to use what is on display to shape consumer demand for those products to come. For example, so-called Guerrilla stores like those set up by Comme des Garçons shape consumer preferences with their displays more than with what they actually sell. Whether visitors make a purchase or not, they will take their newfound preferences with them when they go to shop in more conventional boutiques at a later time. Guerilla stores experiment with the relationship between products and tastes, redefining the demand that will ultimately manifest itself in regular shops. In more precise terms, the connection that these shops seek to create with
customers is more than just commercial in nature; it also encompasses conceptual art and ideas about fashion and lifestyle. The presence of something in this kind of market space is therefore never neutral in the sense that anything displayed there automatically serves to modify demand in some way. The avant-garde architecture in Prada’s boutique does nothing if not emphasize the avant-garde nature of the products for sale there, all the while prescribing a correspondingly specific notion of taste and thereby influencing demand.

**The shop makes the market**

Ultimately, the three aspects of market function articulated to this point should be considered not as steps *per se*, but as guidelines for conceiving of and reading retail architecture. What is more, locations in and of themselves can never deploy all aspects of their potential market functions, and they should therefore not be thought of as the simple sum of commercial decisions made beforehand and elsewhere. They should, rather, be thought of in terms of what they contribute, as spaces, to the concrete production of the market relationship. Even if retail architecture constitutes but one aspect of this relationship, it constitutes much more than the simple manifestation of commercial strategies in space. The shop makes the market, which is to say that it partly produces the relationship between a clientele and a supply of goods. These two objects are joined by the way it presents products, attracts customers and generally organizes their convergence.

In acquiring customers, organizing their movements and trajectories and in encouraging their loyalty, shops suggest modes of choice, not just receiving customers, but actually shaping them. The specificity of the shop lies in its ability as a location (that is, a place apart from what is outside) and as a space (that is, a place that is organized spatially), to bring together three elements: products, customers and markets. The shop must give context to the products it offers for sale, such as by highlighting their homogeneity or heterogeneity. It must bring customers into proximity with the products so that they feel a connection with them, usually as a result of the products’ style, its method of consumption or uses. Finally, by bringing together certain products and certain customers, the shop creates a market, one that is unique and confined to the shop itself.

Whatever else it may do, the essential task of the shop as a market space is to convert visitors into customers, even if the purchase is made at another time in another location. Along these lines, the first contribution of the commercial space is to incite the otherwise passive spectator, curious individual or ‘scene seeker’ to make choices that will lead to a transaction. This transformation can be aided by the configuration of objects and spaces within the store, the use of sound, perfume or lighting or access to boutique credit cards. In turning visitors into customers, one of the more complex aspects of the shop that arises is its status as a public space. It is, after all, a space that is
open to the public, even if the degree of its openness can vary (as determined by the arrangement and decoration of storefronts, windows and doors). However, at the same time, the shop is not the kind of public space that can be visited like any other – a visit there may well be a means of something, but it must also be an end in itself – shopping can also be a leisure activity that involves visiting shops as an end in itself.

However, from a marketing point of view, the shop visit must be managed in such a way that those visiting know to attribute a particular identity to the owner of the establishment, namely that of merchant. Merchant identity has progressively changed over the course of retail history, and it did so particularly with the rise of chain stores, global retailers and business models like franchising. All of these businesses blur the line between merchant and manufacturer, a result of which is that customers today no longer find it necessary to know the identity of the individual owner as it was the case in old-fashioned boutiques where the retail relationship was based on loyalty.

The public/private nature of the shop can be reconciled by thinking of it as a space that is open to the public, but only conditionally so. Visitors enlist the shop to help them navigate a market relationship, one that is decidedly private. The art of shop design is to create a welcoming entrance or to blur the border between the public space of the street and the semi-public space of the shop. Some of the tactics used by architects to accomplish this is to extend the shop window into an entrance hall such as Grayson’s, which draw shoppers into the store almost without them noticing (fig. 2.8). There are also strategies that involve opening boutiques directly onto public space, thereby making customers unsure of whether they are in the boutique or out. Customers standing outside the shop looking into its windows are already in the position of buyer: they are hesitating whether to buy or not. The more steps they take into the shops, the more removed they become from being the simple passer-by: they are debating whether to buy this or that product. That is why the design of the entryway devoted to this anticipated and hard-won transformation may be considered the cornerstone of retail architecture.

However, simply crossing the threshold is not enough, because the client must then be made to feel some kind of attachment, however ephemeral, to the attributes of the products on display. That is to say, inside the shop, the customer must find the basis of a quasi-private relationship with those products. All retail architecture may be interpreted as a market medium that allows retail places to suggest different ways of associating products and organize the meeting between buyers and sellers, but, throughout the very short time of the transaction, it also presents most of the different devices of market mediations. Some of them are directly attached to the supply side but will leave the shop arena to follow the customer outside the boutique (brands, labels, logo, products), others are directly attached to the customer and will enter with him into the boutique (social status,
budget, family preferences and so forth). It is probably the capacity of the different architectural settings within the shop to perform most of those different market devices that can explain part of the retail architecture's efficiency to attract customers and produce economic performance.
The vicissitudes of the boutique
Introduction to the case studies and interviews
David Vernet and Leontine de Wit
The concept of the 'boutique' has taken a variety of forms, as is proved by the numerous meanings this French word has acquired over time, meanings that sometimes have been complete opposites. For a long time, this was the definition of a generic retail space, a storage place and the space adjacent where goods were sold. In the nineteenth century, however, the definition became more explicit, and came to depict an outlet reserved for the growing middle classes,\(^1\) which sold luxury or tailored products (clothes, perfumes, delicacies) to suit an exclusive lifestyle. The term was used in this way world-wide until the 1950s when, as a reaction to the advent of large-scale retailing, it came to be used to denote a small outlet, generally for women, owned by an independent proprietor, who is still capable of offering treasures infrequently found anywhere else. Indeed, the word 'boutique' has been reserved for market sectors not involved in or threatened by mass production and consumption: the speciality shops.

At the same time, large international companies have begun to describe their outlets as 'boutiques' while they are, technically speaking, chain stores. By doing so, they have assigned certain qualities to the boutique and attempted to take advantage of the exclusivity the term has come to represent. This evolution in semantics says something about the evolution of retail itself. All in all, with the shift in concept from a generic shop to one that is upmarket and class-oriented, and subsequently to a marketing tool, the boutique has become a handy hold-all concept. Its main characteristics seem to offer the promise of a relationship not based solely on commerce, but also on additional benefits such as advice, exclusivity and service. For business, this definition is attractive, and covers a range of diverse, contemporary retail environments. The case studies presented here aim to investigate the elements that are common to these various concepts and that can explain the continuing success of the boutique.

The word *boutique* appeared for the first time in French in 1242.\(^2\) It derived from the Ancient Provençal term *botiga*, which originated from the Greek word for storage: *apotheke* (literally: 'a place where things are put away', from *apo-* ‘away’ and *tithenai* ‘to put’). In contrast to its synonym, *magasin*, which is still used in French to define either a storage place or a shop, the term 'boutique' quickly evolved to denote only the selling space. In addition, unlike *magasin*, it has taken on a secondary symbolic connotation, and refers not only to the built environment where commerce takes place, but also to the social activity that originates from and gravitates around this place.

'Boutique' is used to describe social interactions linked to the act of buying and selling, and a lot of familiar business-related expressions have incorporated the term.\(^3\) The importance of the symbolic meaning of the word probably accounts for the pejorative connotation boutique has had for a long time, because of the supposedly narrow-minded and secretive behaviour of shopkeepers (*un esprit boutiquier*).

---


3. ‘Tenir boutique’, to practise a trade; ‘plier boutique’, to cease any activity; ‘parler boutique’, to speak about professional matters
3.2 Jos. Hermanns boutique in Cologne: section through the shop window (around 1886)
The architectural development of shops happened at a slow pace. In his book *A History of Building Types*, published in 1976, Nicolaus Pevsner analysed the transformation of architectural styles in response to social and cultural changes, and their evolution and different approaches to function, materials or style. Pevsner specifically focuses on the nineteenth century, a crucial period for diversification of architecture styles. In the chapter entitled ‘Shops, stores and department stores’, he analyses larger stores, such as arcades or department stores; their emergence had a major effect on both city patterns and different forms of retail. He also argues that the boutique and small-scale shops followed a slow development to the end of the nineteenth century (fig. 3.1). Nevertheless, this evolution is worth studying, as it is the basis for and explains the main transformations in nineteenth-century retailing.

There has been some consistency in the way retail architecture has evolved from two types the market stall and the shop. Historically, the markets have marked the pattern of most cities, in the form of squares, but the construction of market stalls has always remained more or less unchanged. The shop, on the other hand, was not visible in the urban footprint, but the improvement of this typology has gone through a series of technological and organizational changes.

Until the late eighteenth century, technological advances aimed at achieving two goals: a more effective use of available surfaces (including maximizing their use) and improved ‘communication’ between the spaces (public domain) and the customer. The use of glass has been a major factor in this development. Used in architecture since Roman times, glass was not used consistently in retail until the 1200s, when the technique of crown or leaded glass was developed. This technique, where a glass ball was blown and then flattened, produced small panes that were joined with lead strips and pieced together to create windows. Glass remained a great luxury, however. Since glass at this stage was translucent rather than transparent, allowing some light to enter the shop premises, it proved insufficient to change the way goods were displayed. In the late seventeenth century, the invention of plate glass made it possible to produce large surfaces (a new process developed in France in 1688, originally for the mirror industry). Glazed shop fronts appeared, first in Holland, and eventually became common in Europe around the 1850s. Transparent shop windows had a profound effect on retail, as they allowed better lighting of spaces further away from the façade; it then became possible to use deeper spaces, and to draw clients further into the shop. This development gained force in the late nineteenth century through the introduction of gas and electric lighting (fig. 3.2). In addition, the use of glass fundamentally transformed the construction and layout of shops, allowing larger openings onto the street and therefore a better display of goods.

The evolution of other construction materials allowed building elements to become lighter and stronger, and to perform better.
Starting in the late 1770s and reaching a climax in 1851, with Paxton’s Crystal Palace, the introduction of cast iron structures and roofs is a good example of how technology can transform an economic activity. In fact, by diminishing the width of and increasing the distance between load-bearing walls, a larger surface was available for the retail floors of shops. This tendency was reinforced by the continuous transformation of land ownership: adjacent lots were joined together to form larger shops, and this maximization of space allowed the use of the first floor as a sale surface.

In addition to these material and structural innovations, more sophisticated techniques for display were introduced. The generic expression ‘silent salesmen’ is used to describe a number of practices, ranging from marketing tools (advertisements, merchandising) to product-based innovations (packaging, price tags), to retail equipment or furniture. The common purpose of these was to reduce the work of and need for shop staff. Architecturally, changes to spaces such as the reception area, counters, a cash desk or shop signs went a long way to increasing the autonomy of the customer, and have become aspects specific to the boutique.

Two social, political and technological movements, however, deeply influenced most aspects of European societies by the end of the eighteenth century. They also changed the way businesses were managed and given form. These new changes were quite different from the kind of technological transformations that small shops faced.

The first event, ushered in by the French Revolution and the subsequent introduction of free trade legislation, was the liberation of shopkeepers from the influence of the rigid guild system. Guilds had, up to that point, ensured a spatial homogeneity: businesses of the same kind were concentrated in the same district. With the disappearance of these restrictions, it became possible for shops to move and to look for new forms of cooperation, but now in any location within their cities.

Arcades can be seen as the innovative urban form induced by this liberalization. Since shops were no longer grouped by function, as they had been in the pre-modern city, they could be located according to the social structure they were serving. The first comprehensive example was the Galerie de Bois, a temporary wooden structure erected in 1786 beside the Palais-Royal in Paris. This arcade proved so successful that it was rebuilt, with permanent materials, in 1829.

Arcades were extremely suitable for retail. Indeed, they provided independent shop owners with an ideal location: under one roof, one could find a variety of products, different yet complementary, such as clothing and hosiery, millinery and confectionery. The public spaces, now sheltered under glazed roofs, became new pedestrian lanes through the city, and provided an optimal location for shop fronts. Potential customers remained for longer periods in these spaces;

---

7 Ibid., p. 28
10 Streets still bear the marks of these spaces with names such as 'the Butchers' Street'
11 There were earlier proto-examples such as the Exeter Exchange in London, built in 1566
3.3 Schein carpet store in Vienna (architects, Fellner & Helmer, 1896)
new functions (for instance, cafés or tea salons) became linked to retail. Each function helped to strengthen the other, competition gave way to cooperation, a sort of virtuous circle. In fact, the development of arcades was not the invention of a new kind of shop; instead it was the reshuffling of existing forms. Literature demonstrates this when descriptions of the life in the arcades are likened to scenes from street life.\(^\text{12}\)

The second event to extensively transform retail, in general, and the boutique in particular, was the Industrial Revolution. The Industrial Revolution first emerged in England in the second half of the eighteenth century, and progressively spread throughout Europe. It brought about changes in both the production and distribution of goods. Factors such as the increased speed of manufacturing (due to better use of energy\(^\text{13}\)), the extension of the railway system and the use of steam machines to produce machine tools all led to a fundamental shift in how retailing was organized. These changes had several consequences. The first was the clear separation between functions: between public areas and the shopkeeper’s household, and between the production and selling areas. As a result, outlets stopped being ‘shops’ (where goods are sold adjacent to the workshops where they are produced) and became ‘stores’ (the sales area is a place to store goods produced somewhere else). The second was the emergence of new types of retailing, each time focused on being more competitive, with different spatial and distributive characteristics. Examples include department stores or commercial malls.\(^\text{14}\) These new forms of retail permitted the development and use of new advances (the role of ‘silent salesmen’ became more important in these new environments, eventually leading to self-service in the 1930s); above all, they introduced a radical change in scale (fig. 3.3). These developments did not necessarily clash with the boutique: there are numerous examples of independent shopkeepers who were able to adapt. For instance, department stores leased space to individual merchants, and the boutique model played a role in the development of commercial malls.\(^\text{15}\) In fact, boutiques adapted and took other forms in these large locations. In department stores, they became stalls, shops-in-a-shop or private salons. In commercial malls, which in many respects can be described as suburban arcades, boutiques took advantage of links to the outside, and of innovative stock and supply management. As boutiques worked to define their role in new environments, department stores and commercial malls permitted them to evolve and demonstrate that it was possible to mix different types and scales.

In the twentieth century, the boutique still appears in different forms: it still emerges as an independent speciality shop, avoiding pressures of scaling-up, of urban concentration and changes in location. Also, it may have adapted to these new conditions, by becoming one component of a department store or commercial mall.

\(^{41}\) The vicissitudes of the boutique
The phenomenon that changed the very nature of the boutique is the introduction in the post-war United States of the chain store model. The return of millions of soldiers and the subsequent baby boom created a demand for all types of products and services. Chain stores, often in the form of franchised outlets, turned out to be the ideal business model for the rapid expansion of retailing, first for the hotel/motel and food industries, then for convenience goods and services. Franchising and chain stores had existed long before the 1940s, but when the American economy secured its position as an international leader in the 1950s and 1960s, these models expanded drastically.

Chain stores did impact spatially on small-scale shops. For instance, as centralized marketing and purchasing eliminated the need for extensive storage, the entire ground floor surface was made available for retailing. But most of all, chain stores introduced a new role for the boutique. Boutiques were no longer necessarily bound to one owner, as they could be owned by a company or a franchise. The traditional link with the shopkeeper disappeared while, at the same time, it was still consciously exploited in advertisements. Merchants cleverly made use of some of the traditional characteristics of the boutique, (such as uniqueness, exclusiveness, warmth and attentive service), so as to increase the attractiveness of chain stores. The emphasis shifted to the image of the boutique: this allowed global economic and management systems to hide behind a mask of authenticity and uniqueness. The boutique had become a concept.

Diverse forms of the boutique co-exist in modern retail and though they represent concurrent, and sometimes opposite business models, they still share a common name. When analysing what is called a 'boutique', it might be of benefit to have a look at this diversity, and through the diversity to explain what retailing is, how it functions and what tools are available to achieve commercial success. This desire to look at a cross-section of contemporary retail architecture led to the selection of the case studies presented here. Some of the shops analysed might not fit completely into the category of a 'boutique', but they nevertheless cast light on some key elements of retail: the Grayson shop, for instance, illustrates the main characteristics of a 1940s chain store; in the showroom Flos, one comes across constant re-branding, the same architect providing a face lift to the same premises over a period of 40 years.

Another criterion used to choose the cases was their relevance over a period of time. The cases selected cover a period of over 110 years, and this time span is sufficient to make note of differences or similarities in the way shops have evolved in the face of cultural, historical, social and economic changes.

In order to break down retailing into logical sections, seven features of stores have been chosen: SOCIAL ISSUES, SALES, LOCATION, DESIGNER/CLIENT, MATERIALS, DISPLAY and COMMUNICATION.
They represent the major mechanisms at play in a boutique. The aim of identifying common features is to aid in the comparison between cases that are distinctly different, but manage to come up with different solutions to the same problem (how to deal with a display, for instance). Only the most salient features of each case have been analysed, and the analysis is therefore incomplete. When difficulties arose in clearly distinguishing an aspect of a shop, as it fell under two criteria, the most relevant feature was selected.

Of the seven criteria applied, SOCIAL ISSUES and SALES are features that relate to the porosity of the boutique to historical, cultural and economic changes. Still, the oldest example selected here (the Pfund dairy shop, built in 1891) and one of the most recent (the 2002 Australian Homemade Ice Cream outlet) share strong similarities, in both the floor layout, as well as display techniques. Contextual, historical criteria are not sufficient to determine the range of tools shopkeepers have at their disposal. The five other features relate to the enduring nature of the boutique, separate from the business models involved. The seven features can be described as follows.

**SOCIAL ISSUES**

While some architects define retailing as the ultimate form of socialization (and, some would argue, the only one left), it is, without doubt, one of the oldest. Shops have always been sensitive and responsive to transformations in society, either reflecting them, or offering an environment in which they can be expressed. This responsiveness, depending on the case, can be called a commercial strategy, a rebellion, a political statement or any combination of these.

**SALES**

New sales techniques are essential in most shops, as commercial success is always paramount. Some outlets are particularly good at implementing new, innovative approaches that can take material, spatial or behavioural form. Stores try to distance themselves from old, out-of-date approaches, and new sales techniques are the result of attempts to achieve constant improvements. ‘Sales’ refers to the differences and similarities between various business systems (shop-in-shop, specialty shop, chain stores).

**LOCATION**

A location allows a shopkeeper to fine-tune the shop to its target group. Location influences the types of products sold, but also the types of accessibility required. While most of the shops tend to try to be located in prominent places, there are several examples to the contrary that demonstrate that the benefits of visibility are not always straightforward. The relation between public and private spheres, a notion linked to cultural contexts, is also studied under this theme.
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DESIGNER/CLIENT
The link between the boutique and its owner is fundamental in most of the examples selected. Also, clients are an essential driving force: they have a specific image of what the shop should be and select shops based on a mixture of financial, commercial and aesthetic criteria.

Shop designers not only can be architects; some are artists and industrial designers (especially since the 1980s). Entrepreneurs, and even clients, can be behind a shop design. In some cases, the designer will introduce new designs that permanently influence retailing.

MATERIALS
Materials and lighting are rarely neutral; they very often reflect social movements. Retailing has occasionally led to the development of new designs. Lighting is remarkable in this regard: its role has been extremely important in shops where it is used to expose (or hide) goods in an aesthetically desirable manner. Advances in lighting have occurred as a result of experimentation by retailers.

DISPLAY
Display techniques are of major importance in retailing, as they are the primary tools a shopkeeper can use to exhibit products or services. Here as well, technological advances have introduced innovations in the way goods are presented. A display is rarely neutral; its design is always related to the nature of the good (its size and shape) and its supposed value (availability, stylishness, ease of use). Displays often allow retailers to create environments that suggest certain behaviours.

COMMUNICATION
This generic term covers all the tools used by retailers to connect spatially to the external environment and to advertise products or services. Communication is always of major importance, and includes elements such as the entrance to the store, the façade the shop window, but also signs and advertising. Economic development and new forms of media have increased the exposure of retailing. The increase of advertising space in newspapers and on street furniture; the advent of the Internet and e-shopping, have all forced most retailers to rethink their sphere of influence. Boutiques are a single link in the chain of shops.
Nevertheless, no matter how good a design might be, a shop can never be reduced to only its physical appearance or location. Any retail design is conceived within economic limitations, and these are of major importance. The two interviews presented play a dual role: they describe the set-up of a boutique and the conditions that influence the boutique’s coming of age. Also, and probably more importantly, the interviews highlight the economic dimensions of retail design, those intangible factors that drive architecture to try to reconcile certain tensions and contradictions.

Ultimately, both the case studies and interviews demonstrate that retailing is more than just architecture. A boutique is the result of a fine balance between social, material and economic factors, each time in different proportions and still of equal relevance. Curiously enough, in commerce, trial and error seems to be the rule, and intuition plays an important role. But the form that a boutique takes is nothing more than a response to one of the oldest human activities, and the uncertainty related to it.
G-Star is a denim brand based in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Its recent growth and international expansion have changed the rules of the game: among other things, a re-evaluation of the retail network proved necessary. Oep Schilling and Vincent Sturkenboom, who are both part of the Interiors Department, take a look at their work, the transformation of the retail side of the business in recent years, expectations for future development and the company’s plans for keeping pace with it.

Please tell us something about G-Star and explain the type of distribution system you are currently using.

Oep Schilling: We started G-Star in 1989. We currently employ 500 people: 250 at our headquarters in Amsterdam and the rest in sales offices and showrooms located in nineteen countries.
Until recently, there had been no need for mono-brand shops in Northern Europe, because of a dense network of multi-brand retail points. G-Star has taken advantage of these points from the beginning and still does today. They comprise around 4,500 of our clients. However, some countries seem to be less suitable for selling in multi-brand environments, or have less developed networks of multi-brand shops. In light of this situation, six years ago we developed a concept for G-Star mono-brand outlets. After finalizing the concept and finding a franchise partner, we opened the first G-Star Raw Store in Lyons five years ago.

What’s the normal procedure for opening a mono-brand shop?

Oep Schilling: We have a team of around twenty dedicated people who are responsible for opening our mono-brand shops. By the end of 2005, we had opened thirty-eight outlets world-wide, in cities large and small – anywhere we found a promising market for G-Star. Each time we open a mono-brand shop, we look for a local partner, because they are more likely to have extensive knowledge of the market in question, which makes them better able to assess the risks involved (fig. 4.1).

In theory, it could be possible to open a shop in three months. However, because we work with partners who are asked to make a considerable investment, and who are responsible for on-site work and for communication with local authorities, we prefer to take the time to allow them to deal with this in the best possible way. It takes preparation and training and most of the time all this is new to the partner. We prefer to be thorough and to do it right rather than to rush things.

The ideal time frame from the moment we know the location until the actual opening is six months. Roughly, one or two months to design and draft the project, a month to negotiate and discuss with the local partner and three months working with local architects and contractors. This includes the time we spend on considering tenders and so forth. I’d say that the actual building of the shop accounts for ten–twelve weeks. During the fortnight leading up to the opening, the shop is furnished and, finally, stocked with merchandise.

Although you’re working with franchised partners, all design aspects are the responsibility of G-Star. Can you elaborate?

Oep Schilling: The other day I showed some clients around our headquarters, and it made me realize that we do everything in-house. Our design process is very participative: people from different departments share their ideas about shop architecture with us.

We think that someone entering our shop should have an instant overview, should understand what he sees and should have no trouble setting off in the right direction. It’s an elementary yet essential aspect of the interior design.
Vincent Sturkenboom: We communicate the G-Star concept in a similar way world-wide. The only differences from country to country are due to specific regulations and requirements – building regulations, opening times and such – and this factor has an influence on certain aspects of the shop. We try not to copy ourselves, and there’s always room for a side step. But it should be clear that you’re in a G-Star Store, whether in Barcelona or in LA.

And how do you go about renewing the concept?

Vincent Sturkenboom: It’s all about evolution. The concept we’re developing now is the first one for the G-Star Raw brand. It’s evolving, but I’d say that rather than trying to transform it, our aim is to promote its development as a brand-new concept in the next five years.

Oep Schilling: First, we try things. Although G-Star Stores should be essentially the same all over the world, we still want the first shop to be somewhat different from the last one. Strategically, the smart thing to do is to make each outlet look slightly different, while still bearing the traces of a constant evolution. That way, you won’t need to refurbish all of them at once – at a point when they’re suddenly all outdated.

How would you describe the purpose of a shop? It’s obviously there to sell your products, but some companies use the shop to convey brand image. What’s your position on this matter?

Vincent Sturkenboom: I see it as a play. Our stores should be like a stage, a backdrop for what happens. It’s part of the play, but the actors – in the form of our products – are more important. You need a space in which to sell your wares and that space should be accessible to a wide range of potential customers.

Oep Schilling: I think the main thing is to create the right environment for our merchandise and for the customer. Of course it’s important to convey our image at the same time, but it should not disturb the selling process. We’re always looking for consensus without a loss of quality. We want the public to see us as a high-end jeans manufacturer (fig. 4.2), but we also want to keep our customers as they grow older – in other words, to operate in the mainstream market. We think that the person who wears jeans at 30 will still be wearing jeans at 55.

What role does architectural design play in your shops?

Oep Schilling: We aim for long-term consistency, which means that whether a customer enters one of our older shops – let’s say in Paris – or a new one, perhaps in Sidney, the experience is the same. Maybe it’s on an unconscious level, but it feels like G-Star. We were amazed by the success of our first shops. In countries where we’re known, it’s
4.2 Handcrafted objects are used in fashion shows and for window dressing in stores world-wide, testifying to G-Star tailoring abilities.

4.3 The denim wall in Liège, Belgium
4.4 G-Star store in New York

4.5 Interior of G-Star store in New York
4.6 Detail of a display element

4.7 Façade of G-Star store in Edinburgh
been easier. In global hubs like New York (fig. 4.4), Paris, Barcelona and other spots targeted by cheap tourist flights, our shops perform perfectly. It’s harder in smaller cities, but sales figures show that our average sales per square metre have been better than expected.

This simply means that when customers recognize us and find us, everything else falls into place. The merchandise has to be good, because, in the end, that’s what sells. The architectural design contributes to create the right setting. Our only spatial distinction is that between menswear and womenswear. Even though we feature several programmes in one collection, they are not relegated to specific areas. We focus on each line by means of visual merchandising. If you make a very beautiful shop with too little room for merchandising, what’s it worth? The reverse is true as well. If you make a space that revolves entirely around merchandising, you don’t achieve the image you want to convey. The emotional part (it should feel and look good), the practical part (it should work and be functional) and the financial part are all important and decisive.

Architecturally, we try to be consistent. Ultimately, however, the sales department is leading; if, at a certain point, they think that something different will lead to an increase in sales, we will follow their suggestion. Of course, this will provoke a discussion, and we will participate in that discussion defending the design aspect. But if they say, ‘Now, we need something yellow’, yellow it will be! It’s an ongoing battle between pragmatism and design.

How do you implement the balance between merchandising and architecture in the shop?

Vincent Sturkenboom: Orientation is an important part of entering the shop. Each shop has three essential components: a denim wall (fig. 4.3), a cash desk and fitting rooms. At the moment, we consider the denim wall the most important. The idea behind it is quite simple: the shopper should think, ‘If I can’t find jeans here, I can’t find them anywhere.’

As studies have shown that circulation in retail spaces is similar from store to store, we keep this information in mind when creating an interior. We try to develop our spatial concept the same way in each location. A vital factor is existing architecture, which we want to leave intact, while also blending our concept into what is already there. Part of our approach is to think in big areas. We make large walls, large volumes and large boxy elements, avoiding the repetition of materials – reserving concrete for the floor, for instance – to achieve a balance between materials and volumes (fig. 4.5). Our range of materials is limited and simple: raw oak, concrete, black and untreated steel and black MDF with or without lacquer. We apply only a few colours to the walls.

Oep Schilling: Since a brand expresses itself through visual merchandising, including displays, we constantly study how to
Could you explain the use of displays, furniture and lighting in your shops?

*Oep Schilling*: About 95 per cent of the furniture and display units in our shops comes from existing stock. When we need something specific or new for a location, we make it. If we think it’s good and reusable, we add it to our in-house catalogue, upgrading it from ‘special’ to ‘standard’. All interior furnishings are produced in the Netherlands, stored at the factory and shipped to given locations as needed. We’ll continue to introduce new materials annually, but not all at once.

*Vincent Sturkenboom*: Light is part of the concept and has many functions to fulfil. It has to reflect the correct colour and appearance of products, while also appealing to the customer. People have to feel good, to be attracted while still outside and to be tempted to enter the shop. It’s important to us to have the entire shop function as a display window. Passers-by strolling along should be able to see the denim wall and the complete interior, front to back. To achieve this objective, we opt for a façade that’s as open as possible and for an interior that’s illuminated well enough to be visible, open and inviting (fig. 4.7).

G-Star gained in popularity after exhibiting at trade fairs. Is there a relationship between retail architecture and the design of trade fair stands?

*Oep Schilling*: Although the same team of designers is involved in both stands and shops, each type of project demands a different approach. The trade fair is all about image. You have to make a statement. Shop design combines three factors: image, merchandising and customer. We look at showrooms and trade fairs as laboratories that help us to define the desired G-Star environment. Both give us an opportunity to get feedback and to react to client response.

*Vincent Sturkenboom*: Fairs allow us to refine the direction we’ll be taking in coming years, to see what works and what doesn’t. Retail outlets, on the other hand, have a completely different function. There, it’s about more than image. What we learn at the fairs goes into our shops.

*Oep Schilling*: At a fair, you are often located next to one or more competitors. When you’re operating in the same market, identity is important. Our clients are looking for brand identity. Developing a brand image for fairs has helped make G-Star Stores as recognizable as possible (fig. 4.8).
How are you preparing for the future?

Oep Schilling: We’re investigating new developments in technology, of course, such as radio frequency identification (RFI) and the possibility for customers to visit the shop, pay for their purchases and have their orders shipped to any destination. That’s the technical side of our job. We know that such technologies are already being used for things as diverse as stock management in the retail business to the nightlife industry. But I think many people still see shopping as a kind of entertainment, and entertainment demands an environment. The need for amusement is instinctive. It goes really deep and the shop interior is the perfect place to cater to that need.
Louis Vuitton is the main brand of LVMH, the world-leading consortium in luxury goods. The recent opening of its flagship store in Paris has been fiercely debated, owing in part to its exuberance and to the use of art in a commercial environment (fig. 5.1). Meanwhile, the company’s in-house architects continue to build shops and boutiques at high speed. Based in Paris and directed by Eric Carlson and David McNulty, the LV Architecture Department manages large numbers of projects in forty-nine countries. The size and financial power of the company, along with its dense network of boutiques, make for very special working conditions. Recently, Eric Carlson discussed the details of his work.
The LV Architecture Department has undergone many changes recently. Can you explain why?

Having worked at LV for five years, David McNulty and I are currently taking a more overt approach to architectural issues. Previously, the work consisted of managing the externally realized interior designs of stores ranging from 60 to 100 m². The strategy was to develop an image and repeat it everywhere. Back then, everybody thought it was the best way to communicate brand identity: from petrol stations to McDonald’s to fashion labels and so on. Even though there was less global travel, it was comforting for people to find brands portrayed in the same way everywhere they went. But things have changed. We’re more sophisticated. We travel more. We come into contact with more things more often, through magazines or various forms of communication. And so we want more.

There’s another reason, a very practical one. When LV introduced ready-to-wear fashion and shoes into the product line, in addition to its traditional leather goods, store sizes tripled. As the product line grew, we had to find bigger spaces, and suddenly we were forced to deal with architectural factors such as the structural, spatial and exterior aspects of retail design. The façade – something of an architectural by-product
of the commercial strategy – became the first element of experimentation. And because of building, cultural and historical constraints, as well as budget issues in different zones and different profit margins, the same façade cannot be repeated everywhere. Independently, and at a separate pace, the increase in surface area affected our store interiors as well. The previously homogenous, one-floor volumes were no longer valid, and new architectural elements, such as stairs, became important.

Beginning in 1998, we designed the Osaka project and Jun Aoki designed the Nagoya project (fig. 5.2), both of which were very well received. I think those in charge realized that architecture has an enormous impact on the perception of a store, as well as on the functional aspect. And instead of us having to push them, they began
to push us. All of a sudden what used to be an interior cookie-cutter concept encountered the need for variety, in terms of architecture, and became an opportunity to express brand identity.

**How is your department handling the new situation?**

The in-house team has a staff of twenty-three, seventeen of whom are architects, 30 per cent non-French. The office is divided into four geographical zones: Asia/Pacific, Japan, the Americas (including South Africa) and Europe (including the Middle East). Each has three to five architects and a logistics person. There is also a group of four people dedicated to the development of furniture and to liaisons with manufacturers. In charge of construction quality and schedules are construction-management teams at our LV offices in Paris (fig. 5.3), Hong Kong and New York; and, independently, Higo & Associates in Tokyo.

A continuum of activity within the international network of 314 directly controlled stores includes new construction, renovation and expansion, resulting in the annual design and realization of a total of 50 to 100 projects. This means that one or two stores open each week, ranging in size from 100 to 1000 m² and in complexity from interior fit-out to free-standing building.
A unique aspect of the work is our dual role as both client and architect. Around 20 per cent of the store projects are designed internally. These generally include projects that provide an opportunity for the architectural exploration of façades, structures or atypical spatial conditions. This type of project is more common in Japan or Asia, simply because luxury-retail neighbourhoods in European and American cities are often limited by constraints related to historical conservation.

For the remaining 80 per cent of projects, we work with external architects, and our task is to act as translators between the architects and the senior executives involved. This dual role is highly
unusual and allows us to go faster than everybody else: after coming
up with an idea and making a decision, we can move forward
immediately. It’s a distinctive process and one in which we modify
the typical developmental phase of retail design. Our approach to
architecture reduces abstraction and the margin of error by enabling
us to build full-scale mock-ups (fig. 5.4). And all because LV has the
means and the money to do so. It’s a different type of process, and
it entails great reliance on contractors, big budgets and research
into materials. In luxury retail, it sometimes makes more economic
sense to pay extra – for air transport rather than other means of
shipment, for 24-hour work shifts, for additional on-site labour
and so forth – in order to complete the project at an earlier date.
Often the profits outweigh the extra costs incurred by an
accelerated schedule.

What makes luxury retail unique, and what is LV’s brand strategy?

People who think the fashion world is based on a far-reaching strategy
are wrong. In this particular business, I think you have to be very
responsive to ‘now’. The notions of fashion, merchandising and
architecture have little in common. Fashion changes with the season,
merchandising every three months and, in the luxury retail sector,
arquitectura every six years on average. Obviously, each of the three
moves to a different beat. Because our market is primarily about
fashion, LV needs to understand a given situation quickly and to act
on it immediately. The same applies to our stores.

In addition, luxury retail stores have to reconcile the conflicting
commercial demands of exclusivity versus inclusiveness. Commercially,
there’s a desire to create an exclusive environment to which only a
select few have access. But there’s also a wish to attract more and more
customers for the sake of financial growth. Fundamentally, this
company survives by being savvy and smart, and by evolving and
changing, in an attempt to stay ahead of competitors who are also
savvy and smart. Rather than being a conscious choice, it’s an
evolutionary process tied to the circumstances of the situation.
Everything evolves gradually, in a series of small steps. Our Roppongi
shop (fig. 5.5) has taken us one step further, as it involves not only
an interior and a façade, but also the furniture. Setting aside any
preconception of architecture as a permanent construct, we tried to
follow the rhythms of fashion and to create something flexible without
losing the desired sense of quality. It’s a laboratory project. We have to
wait for the results before deciding how to take the following step or
opting for a return to the previous style. We’ll see how it functions,
how the image evolves and how we feel about the relevance of
designing a different store for each project. We’re in the midst of an
era of collaboration: Prada working with OMA and with Herzog and
de Meuron, Hermès with Renzo Piano and Dior with Kazuyo Sejima.
LV has worked with Aoki and Kuma, as well as with our in-house
architects, but even though the designers differ, the design language
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remains the same. It bears repeating: we want stores that are architecturally sophisticated and that boldly respond to the basic economic nature of a specific commercial sector: luxury retail.

You mentioned an in-house division spread over four geographical zones. Does each zone have different criteria, in terms of markets and target groups?

We do see the need for a culture- or site-specific approach to the market. In America, for instance, the whole notion of a VIP room is somewhat politically incorrect, but we still feel a need to cater to customers with more money to spend. There’s definitely a paradox between needs related to culture and to commerce. Our store in Hawaii features a wooden partition between the retail space and the VIP room; made from chocolate-like components, the wall creates only a subtle distinction between the two areas and does nothing to disturb the overall sense of equality. (A more playful element at the store is a large lantern, afloat in midair, displaying a Hawaiian-shirt motif with leaves that form the LV monogram: a combination of Vuitton and Hawaii.)

Thus, we can say that a culture-specific approach sometimes corresponds to site-specific economic conditions. In Japan, customers don’t want to pay for purchases in a conspicuously public area, as money is considered a private matter, so the cash desk appears at the rear of the shop. Chinese people don’t like the idea of a credit card being carried to another part of the shop – who knows what might happen to it? – so all transactions are done in cash.

Are you involved with LV’s other departments or with the artistic director?

In terms of the creative initiative, it’s really our responsibility. We present our designs to the Store Committee, a body that is composed of the CEO and CFO of LV, the director of the Store Department and, whenever possible, the director of LV in the country where the project is to be built. They either approve the design or make comments and suggestions. Integrating the very specific concerns of these business people into our plans is critical to the programming of the project. Our talks revolve around their thoughts on the relevance of a design, on the likelihood of it increasing their annual sales, and on ways to stock the store efficiently and to facilitate restocking. All these things count. Fortunately, the committee members are deeply involved, very sensitive, highly creative people. Even so, it’s our job to focus on conceptual factors, on the formal and spatial aspects of the store, on materials, on the location in terms of urban design, on the relationship between the store and its cultural context and, not least, on the impact of the store as a spatial experience. Architects tend to talk about the phenomenon of educating the client, but, by and large, it doesn’t exist. Under normal circumstances, you can get
a client to accept a certain degree of sophistication, and that’s where it stops. If you spend time with him daily, however, or several days a week for years preceding the realization of a retail project, as we often do, it’s possible to make the point that architecture plays an important role in the shopping experience.

As for merchandising, we have nothing to do with it. Merchandising aids, such as plans for window displays, are the responsibility of those in charge of the shop. We do discuss the look of the interior, though, during meetings held to develop new shop systems. One vital aspect of these talks is the hard line that’s drawn between fixed elements and those that are mobile or changeable.

Do you achieve architectural continuity and uniformity in your shop designs?

For practical reasons usually linked to building regulations, the façade often needs to be designed before the retail space. Exterior and interior are separate projects. More limitations are imposed on the interior, because a certain level of repetition is needed to create a consistent environment and a space that reflects the history of the company.

One reason for choosing a layered façade emerged from the idea of doing something different from what our competitors have done. Everybody is doing glass or stone façades, and we wanted to introduce the notion of texture, which is what LV products are all about. But an even earlier and basically conceptual reason is that a double façade has allowed us to create mystery, a dreamlike atmosphere based on visual distortion. It’s a very perceptual thing. The façade is tangible but not concrete. It’s hard to speculate on its depth or materiality.

In 1998, we organized a competition for the Nagoya project and hired an external architect, Jun Aoki. He introduced a double layer of printed glass featuring the classic Louis Vuitton damier pattern. The resulting moiré effect adorns a virtually liquid façade that includes window displays, entrance, signage and service access. Because of its geometric simplicity, the damier motif became the inspiration for a series of skins on the façades of subsequent projects. The Nagoya project lent a new direction to LV architecture. We encourage architects to look at what’s been done and to take it to the next level without hesitation. The Nagoya moiré glass façade, for example, inspired our design of the woven-metal and mosaic-tile façade for Seoul, which in turn inspired Aoki’s design of the woven-metal-mesh and polished-metal façade in Omotesando (fig. 5.6).

What’s so fascinating about the moiré phenomenon is that it combines otherwise ordinary materials into something special. And, indeed, effects created by an interesting skin and a mix of materials have become the medium that connects a series of buildings designed by different architects.
And this within the wide range of projects you deal with . . .

In the world of retail – of luxury retail – there are many criteria, very specific demands and an incredibly dense filter of constraints. You are right in implying that each store is different. Our shops make more money in certain areas and thus need a bigger back of the house, whereas in other areas, where property values are sky-high, you don’t want to spend months of rent on the non-retail areas of a store when you can rely on one delivery every two days, two deliveries every two days or, as in Hong Kong, one delivery every four hours. It’s not easy to produce good architecture with all these constraints. It’s extremely hard, and for years and years heavy constraints precluded a real connection between design, architects and commercial retail architecture. Today, business people see the advantage of such a connection, and architects have found ways to manage all these variables. You see it happening. Retail design is a new, functional typology that’s gradually attracting more and more architects. It’s exciting.

I also want to stress, however, the practical side of a luxury retailer’s commercial dealings and operations. A store has to function. It has to make money. Its architecture has to be interesting and not just ‘architecture for architecture’s sake’. The danger we’re seeing today is too many architects doing façades and regarding interiors as leftover spaces that need little attention. As a result, there’s no connection between exterior and interior. They don’t seem to understand the functional aspect of shopping. And when you have a building with five levels, like the Prada building in Tokyo, where each level is the same, no customer is going to walk up five floors. Do they even know what level they’re on? Have they seen all five floors? Do they care? Why bother? They probably miss seeing 50 per cent of the floor area, which means half of the investment that Prada put into that building . . . The company lost a huge amount of money through its architectural decisions.

But are flagship stores like that one really built to sell products?

That’s a good question. Are they made to sell? My answer is that they should be made to sell and that they should be good; architecture can do both. Our Omotesando store is extremely successful. It makes millions of dollars a month and it represents an excellent architectural solution. As for Prada in New York, it’s got a lot of inspiration, but it doesn’t make money. If I were the client, I would be quite upset, because the projection of an image is not enough. But it’s not always the architect’s fault. Fashion plays a part, too. If the products aren’t interesting they won’t sell, no matter how good the store is. People tend to blame the architect, but it’s more complicated than just architecture.
In 1880, Paul Gustav Leander Pfund (1849–1923) founded the dairy firm Dresdner Molkerei Gebrüder Pfund. Being the first in Germany to produce condensed milk, milk soaps and to develop high-quality food for infants, it quickly became a successful commercial empire. Pfund supplied Dresden and the world, but his greatest merit was the radical transformation in the way milk was produced and distributed and the initiation of new techniques, such as durable pasteurization (which he introduced as early as 1900).

A representative building was built in 1891 on Bautzner Strasse in Dresden; it had office rooms and a café upstairs, as well as a milk bar and a shop downstairs. This dairy shop was the final element in a far-sighted philanthropic strategy: besides technological innovations and the control over the whole production and distribution process (from cow milking to drivers’ uniforms), Paul Pfund also developed social programmes for his workers’ welfare, sustaining them with housing and entertainment.
Because of new economic laws implemented by the German Democratic Republic, the company was fully nationalized in 1972. The shop interior was transformed – wall and floor tiles were removed to fulfil ‘modernization measures’. After Pfund’s heirs recovered the shop in 1990, it underwent a thorough restoration, and is now one of Dresden’s main tourist attractions.

This shop originally sold the whole range of dairy products available, from milk to soaps, but the main product was always cheese. It was displayed on a massive counter topped with granite (70 cm high), or kept cool in a richly decorated refrigerator behind the counter, along the back wall. These two elements defined the realm of the salesperson, who thus had direct access to the cheese area, while the customer was separated from the products by glass screens. The cash desk was located to one side of the counter. On the other side, milk seemed to well out of the wall (this was actually a water fountain).

Economic transformations gradually led Pfund to diversify the range of products offered, by proposing cheese-related wines and delicacies. These products are mostly concentrated along the shop window, not on built-in displays in the shop but on mobile shelves added later (the shelves, however, blend into the richly decorated room).
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68 Pfunds Molkerei, Dresden (1891)
The entire shop is covered with ceramic tiles, used for both their hygienic and decorative qualities. Paul Pfund’s conceptions of hygiene and health were characteristic of the growing awareness for these matters at the beginning of the twentieth century. They met the specific requirements for sale and conservation of dairy products. The smooth tiled surface made the regular intensive cleaning of display elements and refrigerator easier. A white-glazed finishing, as traditionally used in the food industry, would have made the shop almost clinical; instead, 248 m² (2670 sq. ft) of hand-painted tiles (made by Villeroy & Boch and designed by Dresden artists) adorn walls, panelled ceilings, furniture and candelabra-like columns. They depict picturesque Dutch landscapes with grazing cows, colourful ribbons of flowers and vine leaves, winged cherubs holding onto graduated cylinders and milk cans, and even a portrait of the German Kaiser and the English and American coat of arms. Gilded mirrors at both extremities of the shop expand the actual space and reflect the chandeliers located in the middle of the ceiling. Brass pipes protect the counter and the shop window from accidents. The result is a profusion of experiences and information, borrowed from German mannerist Renaissance. All this evokes a characteristic imagery, where Pfund products are depicted as both natural and highly technical.

69 Pfunds Molkerei, Dresden (1891)
During the renovation in 1995, Villeroy & Boch restored damaged tiles and the entire floor surface.

This renovation radically transformed the nature of the quiet dairy shop, and the current development of mass tourism has turned it into a tourist attraction, identified in 1997 as ‘the most beautiful dairy store in the world’ by the Guinness Book of Records. The original milk bar has been refurbished, and the small café upstairs became a 90-seat tasting room. The owners took advantage of the unique design of the shop to attract a mixed clientele of locals and thousands of weekly visitors. What was originally conceived of as a clever answer to hygienic issues is now considered to be a beautiful, slightly odd interior. It is this interior that is actually sold nowadays: the dairy products have become souvenirs, unable to compete with the appeal of the built environment and its economic potential.
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A respected architect, Adolf Loos is particularly known for his writings, in which he tried to define modernity. His proposals tended to free architecture not so much of ornament (as his 1908 ‘Ornament and Crime’ might suggest), but of its attachment – regardless of the economic and historical developments the period was facing – to stylistic conventions. In this respect, retail architecture was of prime importance to him, as it is there that economic developments take place and are given physical representation. He understood the cultural role that such architecture plays in the urban environment: in his magazine article Das Andere, published in 1903, he called, for instance, for the ‘last Viennese portal of Old Vienna’ (the eighteenth-century-style portal of the Exinger Company) to be transferred to the municipal museum.
Kníže, Vienna (1905–13)
It is no surprise that Loos was considered a very competent designer of shop interiors, building thirty of them throughout his career. In 1905, Fritz Wolff, a tailor appointed by the Austrian-Hungarian court, asked him to design several shops for his Kníže Company. The first, located on prominent Graben Boulevard, served as an example for other shops completed in Berlin and Paris.

Loos’ use of traditional materials (wood, stone, brass and glass), his truthfulness to their very nature and intrinsic qualities, combined with the absence of ornamentation, corresponded to the statements he exposed in his numerous writings. Both in space and in materialization, the Kníže shop design followed these rules: mirrors were placed in strategic places (on the ground floor, above doors, in staircases) to make spaces appear larger than they were. Walls, ceilings and floor (wood panelling, stucco, carpet flooring) showed Loos’ preference for simple elegance; they formed a quiet, almost neutral background for the retail elements and activity.

73 Kníže, Vienna (1905–13)
Wooden built-in cupboards and glazed showcases ensured the correct and efficient display of wares. All other supportive functions (the paying area, storage or accesses to the dressing rooms, atelier and office) were integrated into the built-in furniture system. This showed Loos’ talent for crafting an interior removed from existing architectural constraints. But the range of materials also corresponded to the expectations of the Kniží clientele. While department stores transformed retail and initiated a new way for women to shop, this salon addressed a masculine clientele, and therefore naturally proposed a conventional interior. The result was quite representative of Loos’ ambiguous position, simultaneously modern and traditional – modernity having to accommodate the nineteenth-century class and gender distinctions.

The entrance was designed to fulfil several goals. The general symmetry, the use of dark granite for the portal and the minimalist structure of shop windows and front door gave the shop the classical allure befitting a tailor’s clientele. But the interrelation and detailing of these elements also created a subtle triggering effect. The granite pillars curved inward to large shop windows, allowing a clear view of the goods. These, however, were recessed into the façade, while the stone base on which they stood was not. The client, not able to...
1. apparels and accessories  4. dressing room
2. first salon  5. cash desk
3. second salon  6. storage

on mezzanine: ateliers
approach the shop windows directly, therefore had to enter the narrow space between them in order to see more, a movement that brought him almost into the shop itself. This architectural trick functioned as a device to slowly attract and catch potential buyers.

The interior was such that it allowed a subtle filtering: while both floors shared the same fitting elements, they differed in the way that they addressed the double constraint of the product and of the clientele.

On the ground floor, items were sold that were available to a vast majority of customers (those who dared enter). These were basic commodities that did not need a particularly renewable display. Ranging from underwear to accessories, these goods were piled up and stacked in two lateral cupboards and a central showcase. The glazed furniture made a quick and efficient survey of all goods possible. The pay area at the rear allowed good visual control of the boutique. The strong symmetry of the ensemble echoed that of the façade.

The upper floor, however, was strikingly different. It was reserved for tailor work, and an enfilade of rooms had the atmosphere of a men’s club. Customers stayed here longer, and the range of display and furniture elements used was much larger than on the ground floor. To the standard mirrors and built-in cupboards, new devices were added that emphasized a domestic character: the way in which furniture – large leather armchairs, carpets and reading tables – was used and positioned, and conventionally carved ceiling patterns. Goods were displayed using techniques such as shelves and stacking, but puppets and small mise en scènes were also used. The design managed to make the two different activities of retailing and tailoring work complementary.
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In 1928, the Swiss luxury shoe company Bally asked Robert Mallet-Stevens to refurbish a boutique in Paris, the first step in a strategy to open several new outlets in France. This was a deliberate choice: the French architect had already designed numerous commercial interiors (banks, kiosks, garages) and was well known in the 1920s fashion world. His interest in decorative arts meant that he regularly collaborated with artists and craftsmen, whose talent he used in almost every project. For the Bally shop, he worked with André Salomon, Hélène Henry and Louis Barillet, all famous industrial designers of their time. By 1937, Mallet-Stevens had built five other shops for the company, but this one remained the most famous.
The façade Mallet-Stevens designed offered a rather spectacular composition in the conservative Parisian 16th arrondissement (it was indeed judged scandalous and inappropriate when it opened). The only components were glass and plates of chromed nickel-silver, a hard, age-resistant alloy that imitates silver. The jointed plates were screwed on a metallic bearing structure, with screws left visible.

The architect created a rich interaction of volumes on several planes. The bronze entrance door on the left side was set back in the existing façade; a second layer was applied directly onto the existing building structure. A third was defined by elements jutting out: the plinth, the prominent door frame, the shop window and the shop sign, designed for close viewing in thin gold letters. Finally, the marquee, used as a lighting device (with lamps behind opaque glass plates), projected even further from the façade.
The long rectangular shop window displayed a small selection of shoes at eye level. The two glazed panels that bordered it also provided light to the interior. The result was a façade inviting customers in not so much by exhibiting products, but rather by enticing them with the promise of reserved luxury. The shop window and sign were so delicate and refined that they only revealed themselves to customers in close proximity, hence near to the entrance.

In order to avoid being closed for too long, the boutique was renovated in two stages. Also, Mallet-Stevens was not allowed to do any heavy structural transformation of the existing building but he managed to define specific spaces nonetheless. The entrance corridor led to the cash counter, clad in the same nickel-silver plates as used on the façade. The three retail spaces, called ‘boutique’, ‘grand salon’ and ‘petit salon’, were separated by steps, columns and/or showcases, and corresponded to the hierarchical organization that such a luxury shop implied. The deeper one went, the more exclusive the selling space became, the ‘petit salon’ being a distinct room for preferred customers.
In this sense, the shop followed the traditional division characteristic of boutiques of this period. By placing displays to the sides, a free central space was cleared. Bally allowed customers to freely stroll around the room while trying on shoes and to glance at mirrors placed between display shelves. Storage was partly integrated in the shop, in two residual corners in the 'boutique' space (the main storage was probably located downstairs).

The counterpoint to the spectacular metallic exterior was a decorative interior: carpeted floors, paintings on white-plastered walls and built-in lighting in all the rooms. The 'grand salon' formed the backdrop of the shop and therefore offered a large range of luxurious finishings: a half-circular stained glass window backlit by 130 lamps, a 1.4 m-wide cupola, cushions on the floor on which to lay one's feet, a leafy shellac door. The 'petit salon' had wooden panelling, private toilets and a built-in elliptic reflector for lighting. All these elements were sophisticated and luxurious, contributing to the feeling of being in an extraordinary space. The façade and the interior differed in terms of atmosphere; yet both were designed according to decorative arts rules, a feature that provided unity.

**Sources:**


Grayson
1941
Victor Gruen and Elsie Krummeck
1514 Third Avenue, Seattle, USA
(DESIGNER/CLIENT) (SALES)
(COMMUNICATION) (MATERIALS)
Austrian-born architect Victor Gruen (1903–80) emigrated to the United States in 1938, and is generally considered to be the inventor of the shopping mall. He developed the concept throughout his career, first at the invitation of Architectural Forum in 1943. This typology quickly became central to his practice, and he and his wife Elsie Krummeck designed numerous projects, among them the large department store for Milliron in 1947 and Dayton’s Southdale Mall in Minneapolis in 1956.

Gruen’s initial involvement in retail design was forced upon him by necessity: the Depression of the 1930s forced him to go looking for commissions in this specific field of architecture, a historically despised activity. He started his work in the United States by designing a couple of boutiques on Fifth Avenue in New York. His career took a decisive step when Grayson, a chain selling low-priced apparel and accessories for women, asked him and Krummeck to come up with a new shop design. Between 1940 and 1947, they designed or remodelled twelve shops for this fast-growing company.

83 Grayson, Seattle (1941)
1. sunken shop window
2. cash desk
3. dressing rooms
4. niche display
5. storage
6. sports-wear
7. dresses
8. lingerie
9. hoisery
This cooperation proved to be positive for both parties: Gruen launched his career as a retail specialist and Grayson set standards in development strategy that were soon applied by most chain stores. Although these standards were criticized by a number of real estate and retail executives at the time, Grayson’s growth was both impressive and fast.

Grayson was actually responding to the transformations that the Second World War brought to American society. This new model of retail organization was later applied in Europe, as well. This shop epitomized the advent of mass culture and mass market. Wartime had given women financial independence, and the market that catered to them was the fastest growing retail sector. By offering a vast range of cheap products, by adapting opening hours to working hours and by introducing theatrical elements into the design, Grayson not only allowed the growing middle class to go shopping, but also turned shopping into a social and entertaining activity. By offering nationwide stores with a common design language, it mirrored the new, more mobile market, strengthening the bond throughout the country and creating a feeling of familiarity in America’s main streets.

Gruen and Krummeck brought some retail techniques to the downtown areas of American cities that were developed in suburban, strip-scale architecture. They employed a vocabulary usually applied in cinemas and theatres, and turned the façade into a monumental device that attracted both pedestrians and the new consumers of 1950s American society: car shoppers.

A complex shop-window system pulled the shop out of its actual premises, projecting it into the public sphere of the street, where it was able to ‘trap’ passers-by. Made up of two show islands and two show windows, with a floor that slowly sloped from the shop to the pavement, it created an intermediate zone that eliminated the idea of an entrance threshold. Here, the private space of the shop and the public space of the pavement meet.

The amount of display surface obtained by such an organization is large and multifaceted. One particular device was the indoor sunken amphitheatre along the façade: it offered various display possibilities, without obstructing the view to the inside. In order to attract car shoppers, the façade was scaled up: a three-storey high cement-plastered vault flanked by two travertine-clad walls, with the company name at the top. Free-standing lettering and dramatically lit columns reinforced this effect from a distance.

Gruen and Krummeck took advantage of the development of scientific research on lighting and could demonstrate the perfect compatibility of traditional (incandescent) and new (fluorescent) lighting. New fluorescents diffused a whiter light that can easily be used as basic lighting. In Grayson, fluorescents were concealed under columns capitals and in wall niches and shadow boxes. They provided a sufficient lighting level in the shop and a more dramatic, theatrical atmosphere at the same time. Incandescent light proved of limited
efficiency as basic lighting (small range, shadow casting), but was excellent for creating targeted spotlights on goods and display elements.

The new lighting techniques had an influence on display. The range and variety of products sold induced a wide range of techniques: hanging clothes in recessed niches, cupboard walls, desks, and small display tables. The combination of these diverse elements, the controlled use of light and a neutral background (plastered walls) created an environment of great refinement and clearness, in which the orientation of the clientele is optimal. This was reinforced by the large area of the shop, allowing potential clients to freely stroll around.
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MATERIALS
Olivetti showroom, 1954
Studio BBPR
(Gian Luigi Banfi, Lodovico B. Belgiojoso, Enrico Peressutti, Ernesto N. Rogers)
580 Fifth Avenue, New York, USA
(DESIGNER/CLIENT) (DISPLAY)
(MATERIALS)
Camillo Olivetti founded the first Italian typewriter factory in 1908 in Ivrea; later on, his company moved towards producing teleprinters, calculators, office furniture and fittings during the 1930s and 1940s. By the 1950s, it had established itself as the undisputed leader in mechanical office products, and combined this technological excellence with a strong focus on the market and a keen interest in design. Olivetti epitomizes the creativity in post-war Italian industrial design.

Olivetti commissioned the Italian studio BBPR (founded in 1932) to build its first showroom in the United States. Despite realizing only a limited number of buildings, BBPR had a major impact on the theoretic field, influencing generations of architects through their activities as university teachers (Belgiojoso, Peressutti, Rogers) and editor (Rogers at Casabella). Their work (especially the Velasca tower in Milan, 1958) was also often mentioned in the debate on Neoliberty that hit the world of Italian design in the late 1950s. Derived from Stile Liberty – also known as Art Nouveau – and defined by critic
03 interior, general view
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Reyner Banham as ‘the Italian retreat from modern architecture’, this movement departed from orthodox rationalism and proposed to go beyond, by forsaking the avant-garde and concentrating on continuity instead. \(^1\) ‘The BBPR group has brilliantly cut the ideological and formal rigour of modernism down to size: standard is not necessarily synonymous with geometry.’ \(^2\) Indeed, their work for Olivetti bore traces of this renewed interest for materials, ornamentation and crafts, while staying true to modernist values such as standardization. The Olivetti showroom on New York’s Fifth Avenue opened in 1954 and closed in 1970.

Typewriters are a type of product directed at a specific clientele. Olivetti used its showroom for two purposes: as the market leader, to illustrate its machines’ refinement and invention. It also served to re-place the company on a broader scale: with the Italian economy entering a period of unprecedented growth in the post-war period, and its industrial design growing incredibly successful, ‘Italian-ness’ became a relevant factor, economically speaking.

The clear division of space corresponded to the selling process of such products. The showroom on the ground floor comprised typewriters displayed on various devices (spread throughout the space in a rather instinctual way), a reception desk for guidance and assistance, and a wall rack filled with take-home information cards. Upstairs on the mezzanine was an office space where business deals could be closed privately, which also functioned as a place where the
1. information desk  4. emergency exit
2. display wheel  5. selling point
3. information folders  6. storage

06 ground floor, plan
07 first floor, plan
08 interior, section
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machines and furniture (desks, foldable screens) were put in situ. Ergonomics and performance in an office environment were made directly visible to the customer.

All display devices were spectacular and participated in the evocation of Italian elegance and craftsmanship. They were singular elements, each suggesting a different world: a large brass wheel (echoing ones seen on Leonardo da Vinci’s drawings?) brought typewriters in and out of the basement storage in a continuous movement; the demonstration tables were modular office desks. The most forthcoming display elements were pedestals that blended with the flooring; monolithic marble blocks of different heights. They turned machines into individual items to be tried out throughout the space, lit by individual hanging lamps.

The floor and its excrescences unified the space and brought inside and outside into dialogue: indeed, one pedestal, located beyond the formal entrance (glazed windows and a wooden door, all full height, around 5 m), allowed passers-by to test a typewriter on the street. For such a specific product, this was not as much about luring possible clients into the shop as it was about showing the company creativity – by placing a simple attraction in public space.

In order to create the Italian flair necessary for Olivetti, and according to BBPR’s interest in Neoliberty, the architects had selected solely Italian materials and finishings: green Challant marble for the flooring, pink Candoglia marble for table boards and stair steps. The use of earth reds, ochres and pinks reinforced the Mediterranean aura. Furniture followed the same rules, with a series of lamps from Venini and office desks designed by BBPR itself. Those elements and materials were made use of in a sophisticated but consequent way, and were produced according to the latest standardization processes (the ceiling seems to have been the only element not to have profited from innovative research). One lateral wall was plastered and had concealed lighting at its bottom and top; the main focus point of the shop, however, was the other longitudinal wall: artist Costantino Nivola decorated it with a wall relief, about 23 x 4.5 m in size. This low-relief frieze, made of aggregated sand (also produced with innovative casting techniques), combined formal and iconic figuration.

Sources:
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Retti candle shop
1965
Hans Hollein
Kohlmarkt 10, Vienna, Austria
(DESIGNER/CLIENT)
(COMMUNICATION) (MATERIALS)

01 interior, display niches and mirror
02 interior, looking back to the entrance door

03 façade

95 Retti, Vienna (1965)
Today for the first time in the history of mankind, at this moment when immensely developed science and perfected technology offer the means, we are building what we want, making an architecture that is not determined by technique, but that uses technique – pure, absolute architecture.¹

This statement perfectly defines the shop that Hans Hollein designed for candle-maker Marius Retti. It is one of first built projects by Hollein, who until then was better known for his theoretical works.

The brief was complex: to fulfil the functional requirements and to provide a maximum of space for a shop of only 14.8 m², while at the same time expressing elegance, extravagance and exclusivity (not least for sales-psychology reasons). This project allowed the architect to apply his concepts in reality, and as well as bringing Hollein international recognition, it won the R.S. Reynolds Memorial Award, presented by the American Institute of Architects, in 1966.

Kohlmarkt is an expensive location in the centre of the city, with neo-classical and baroque architecture. The whole character and attitude of this distinguished location had to be taken into account. Hollein found a contrasting solution, true to his architectural statements (on modernity and history) and his techniques (photomontage): radically different from the existing premises and fiercely modern, yet echoing the decorative elements present on neighbouring façades. The result is an aluminium-plated façade with as main feature a doorway whose form (two ‘R’s, back to back) alludes to

1. cash register
2. wrapping area
3. display area
4. storage/selling area

05 axonometric view
06 ground floor, plan
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the name of the owner. It also responds to the existing pillar above the shop. The plain façade functions on two levels: from a distance, the overall form takes over; up close, the small shop windows are directed towards the passer-by – and they are so small that they hinder the presence of more than one observer at a time. Attention is not drawn to the shop by neon signs or such: architecture plays this role, supported by curiosity.

**COMMUNICATION**

The narrow shop windows illustrate the absence of a need for advertisement, as this product cannot really be advertised, and it is not really about impulsive shopping here.

The interior follows the same idea, with a strong subdivision of space from front to back: closed shop windows, an octagonal area where nothing is sold but everything displayed, a selling/storage area and, finally, the paying and wrapping zone. All these spaces are separated from each other by narrow thresholds.

In Retti, architecture does not describe the product, the interior solely evokes an environment, a certain holiness of place that expresses the world the product is supposed to bring to mind: one of peace and interiorization.

Implementing the *Gesamtkunstwerk* ('synthesis of the arts') promoted by other Viennese architects such as Hoffmann, Hollein designed most of the elements in the shop himself, except for the technical equipment, which nevertheless was integrated into the overall scheme.

The extremely small size of the shop rendered the use of mirrors almost mandatory. By combining them with other components, a rather small space is transformed into an infinite, abstract world: mirrors on both sides of the first room, the continuation of material (outside and inside are linked as aluminium flows from one to the other) and the thresholds that compress and extend the environment.

The main material used here is polished aluminium, anodized in its natural state. The outside plates have been glued on with epoxy, inside, the plates are screwed onto the surfaces. Chrome-plated steel adorns the display elements, together with orange shantung, which was used on the inside of display niches. All storage containers are covered with Formica. All these materials, contemporary in the 1960s, reflect the spirit of the time and show the use of technique and high technicity, but combined with high-quality craftsmanship, a certain flair for luxury.

**Sources:**


www.hollein.com
Flos showroom
Achille Castiglioni with Pier Giacomo Castiglioni (1968), Paolo Ferrari (1976, 1984) and Italo Lupi (1990)
Corso Monforte 9, Milan, Italy
(DESIGNER/CLIENT) (DISPLAY)
(SALES) (MATERIALS)

Flos’s Milan showroom is a good example of a long-lasting cooperation between a brand and a designer. Achille Castiglioni, though trained as an architect, started by designing several lamp fittings for the Italian company. Some of his products, such as Arco (1962), Parentesi (1971) and Frisbi (1978), have become bestsellers since then.

In 1968, Castiglioni was commissioned to design Flos’s first showroom in central Milan. The brief was rather complex, as the proposal had to solve display, management and standardization issues. The design had to allow customers to browse through the entire selection of lamps; it had to provide a continuously flexible environment; it had to show the specific identity and quality of each product; and it had to be able to be repeated in other retail points.
After the first design in 1968, Castiglioni went on to make three more for the same space in Corso Monforte, in 1976, 1984 and 1990. These changes were due to the necessity of regularly changing the interior of the showroom and of adapting it to the flair of the day, but also to practical requirements. The growing success of the company implied an increase in production and thus a need for more display space.

Castiglioni’s knowledge of lamp fittings provided him with strong positions on light, especially on the independence of artificial lighting with regard to natural light, and on the fact that fittings must be secondary to the quality of light itself. These two points of view were put into practice spatially in the showroom.

In the four successive designs, Castiglioni chose to use the specific characteristics of the light produced by each fitting, and to use this as the main light source for the shop.

The 1968, 1976 and 1984 plans functioned in a similar way: free-standing showcases were spread against a background: both features, rather neutral, allowed one to focus on the goods on display. These were placed in/on independent movable cases and grouped according to type (ceiling or wall fittings, table lamps, etc.). Each container worked as an insulation chamber, concentrating the customer’s attention on one specific type of product.

In 1968, the display cases were rectangular solids (either 1.6 or 2.2 m high) made out of white plastic laminate, and open on one side.

---

03 1976: display elements
04 1984: display elements
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1. multifunctional element
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2. access to storage
The office and information desk were also integrated into such cubic elements. They were all mounted on wheels for flexible use.

In 1976, Flos’s success implied a larger range of products, and Castiglioni chose to use more compact trihedrons. He had already experimented with such trihedrons in his design for the ‘Pesticides for Agriculture’ room at the 33rd Milan Trade Fair in 1955, and would use them again in 1980 for the Forum Design exhibition in Linz. They were made out of an enameled metal tubular structure with laminate shelves and dust-proof fabric. This design offered an improvement over the one from 1968: the trihedrons could be combined two by two, forming an inverted trihedron that could easily increase the display area if needed.

In 1984, lamps were hung from vertical ‘S’ or ‘C’-shaped stands, made out of coloured plastic laminate. This material highlighted light elements; combined with their shape, it allowed even more combinations, larger display surfaces and specific settings. In these three designs, the presentation was focused on the products, whereas the rest of the space became an abstract environment.

A radical change occurred between the design from 1984 and that of 1990. By 1990, production had increased so dramatically that it proved impossible to simply increase the number of showcases in the 110 m² shop. Castiglioni chose a different concept in answer to these new givens: a simulation of real-life situations. With this display technique, the accent was no longer on the fittings as such, but on the atmosphere they participated in creating. For this purpose, Castiglioni designed a labyrinth-like space: a central inner road loops through the shop, and is bordered by dummy stone walls. Behind those walls is a series of small independent rooms, varying in size and shape and in which lamps are no longer grouped by type, but co-exist the way they usually do in interiors (in the kitchen, the living room, the bedroom and so forth). This form of display entailed a radical change in the way light was presented: and while this change had to do with some distribution constraints (the number of products to be displayed, for instance), it introduced a new way to exhibit, a mise en scène that has replaced the solo presentation in most showrooms. Here the quality of light produced by each fitting gives way to the one created by the interplay of different types.

Despite their differences, all four designs share some common supportive features. Conductive ducts mounted on the ceiling allowed the electricity supply to be flexible and facilitated the grouping of lighting fittings, and therefore the control of the exact concentration of light in the shop. As a counterpart to this, walls and ceilings have always been kept dark and matte throughout the years (with different materials, though: brown fabric in 1968 and grainy tan-coloured quartz ceramic in 1976, for instance). They acted as absorbers and neutralized any disruptive, uncontrolled light effect.

In the three first designs (1968, 1976 and 1984), the diversity in light effects and quality was achieved by the interplay of this neutral...
background with the display elements. Those were free-standing showcases that played different roles: they suppressed any interference between the different lighting systems; they reinforced the characteristics of each lamp. At the same time, they acted as sources of lighting for the entire shop. Moreover, these different displays were made out of materials highly reactive to light: shiny smooth material (plastic laminate) that reflects it, or, on the contrary, fabric that absorbs it and allows shadow effects.

In the 1990 design, separate rooms are defined by walls made of honeycomb panels with metallic paintwork. The interiors of these rooms were painted in a light colour, to enhance light diffusion.

**Sources:**

Casciani, S., 'A Milano per esporre delle lampade', *Domus*, 723, 1991: 64–7


'Lampade sotto osservazione', *Domus*, 474, 1969: 35–7

During the 1960s, the King’s Road changed from a conventional High Street to one of the centres of creative activity in London. Historically an artists’ area, Chelsea was an interesting mix of ‘old money and no money’:¹ gentrified properties, but also artists’ ateliers, recordings studios, the Chelsea drugstore (with the Rolling Stones as regular visitors) and the Art Club around the corner. The King’s Road acquired the role of a runway for bands, underground theatrical productions (Look Back in Anger, The Rocky Horror Show) and fashion designers like Mary Quant, Vivienne Westwood and Ossie Clark. Rents were cheap in this interesting setting, and the street turned into a perfect catalyst for young rebellious characters. This spirit was visible in the urban landscape, with a series of glamorous shops in which owners expressed their ideas about society.

¹ Ben Kelly, London, October 2005
In November 1971, Malcolm MacLaren and Vivienne Westwood rented the back half of a shop called 'Paradise Garage' to open a stall selling Teddy Boy clothes and 1950s records under the name 'Let It Rock'. Even though this style was not in fashion at the time, it proved successful within a few months. They took over the whole shop and went from being simple retailers to clothes designers.

In the spring of 1973, their interests shifted and they reopened the shop as 'Too Fast to Live Too Young to Die', a tribute to James Dean, where they sold clothes inspired by the rebellious spirit of bikers.

In April 1974, the shop took on a completely new face, 'SEX', adopting the S&M imagery and questioning the sexually repressed English society of that time. The most important step was Westwood creating the Sex Pistols' look, after the future members of the band, looking for a lead singer, met John Lydon, a.k.a. Johnny Rotten, in her shop.

'Seditionaries' in 1977 went a step further with the introduction in fashion of elements that would eventually define the punk look: ripped and militaristic clothing, razor blades, zippers and dog collars.

In the autumn of 1980, with the release of Vivienne Westwood's new work, 430 King's Road went through another refit. A large clock, with a thirteen-hour face that ran backwards, was installed on the façade. The new shop, evoking the back of a galleon, was named after that part of King's Road: 'World's End'. This was the first shop fully inspired by Westwood's set of ideas, and is still one of her selling points today.

The numerous transformations the shop went through were fast and drastic; they were direct translations of MacLaren and Westwood's evolution and of ongoing social changes. Through these different avatars, they cleverly managed to address successive targets. Entering the shop did not necessarily mean buying something; it gave alternative groups a place to hang out, to meet similarly minded people and to express one's identity. Music played a central role.

Regular harassment by the police or the neighbouring Chelsea Football Club fans can be seen as a side effect of the social role the shop always played. It did indeed create shockwaves: influencing other shops, being in the press and eventually becoming a place of pilgrimage for people world-wide. Provocation had a double meaning: it was a natural way for MacLaren and Westwood to rebel against institutionalized order, but also to attract attention, and hence to be able to go on creating. Here, statement and publicity go hand in hand.

The two owners, with the help of friends or visitors to their shop, went to the unfashionable outer London markets to hunt for merchandise and items that would help create the imagined environment: ornamental jars of Brylcreme and 1950s living room furniture for 'Let It Rock'; a 1950s jukebox and lines from Valerie Solanas's *S.C.U.M Manifesto* on 'SEX' walls; an upside-down picture of Piccadilly Circus and spotlights poking through holes in the ceiling for
the 'bombed out Dresden' concept of ‘Seditionaries’ . . . it was not so much about designing a space, but more about raising an atmosphere by using vintage elements charged with cultural connotations. And of course, cheap materials allowed changes to happen almost overnight.

In this search for constant rebellion and differentiation, the entrance and façade were critical. ‘SEX’ had huge pink padded plastic letters topping traditional shop windows painted white. Here, the intrinsic nature of the façade as a billboard was pushed to the simplest, most direct expression, with a single strong element enough to convey the message.

COMMUNICATION

The ‘Seditionaries’ façade took an opposite course to the rather exotic and loud surroundings of that time: white flashed opal glass, a neon light above the entrance door and an etched brass plaque
reminiscent of that of a solicitor’s office. This hybrid, almost minimal design had to be boarded up later on because of regular football fan attacks, and then spray-painting by punks.

As in the interior, the use of second-hand or mundane materials prevailed for the façade. A change happened from the ‘World’s End’ period on, when flourishing business finally allowed a more sophisticated façade.

**Sources:**


[www.only-anarchists.co.uk](http://www.only-anarchists.co.uk)
Shiro Kuramata (1934–91) was a driving force in Japanese design. Known for his use of reduced, uncommon materials, he started his practice in 1965 and soon combined the Japanese tradition of the unity of the arts with contemporary Western culture. Trained as an industrial designer, he always remained interested in industrial materials such as acrylic, glass, aluminium and steel mesh. Although these were uncommon materials to use in interior designs in Kuramata’s time, he experimented with them in most of the 300 boutiques and restaurants he designed in his career.

Issey Miyake, Tokyo (1987)
02 interior, general view
03 display, detail
Of his various clients, he shared a particular relationship with fashion designer Issey Miyake: after designing the boutique in the Bergdorf Goodman department store in New York in 1984, Kuramata built most of Miyake’s boutiques until 1989. Their business relationship was supported by friendship and a common drive in search of a state of ‘weightlessness’. This found its expression in Kuramata’s attempt to capture the couturier’s designing skills and to translate them into architecture. Ideally, shops should convey fashion techniques into architecture: superposition, texture contrasts or brilliance.

The design for the boutique in Seibu department store in Shibuyaku, Tokyo, was completed in 1987, one year after Kuramata launched the chair ‘How High the Moon’. This chair was a clear source of inspiration. Named after a jazz piece by Duke Ellington, it is entirely made out of rib mesh, and the same material was used to turn the shop into an evocation of Miyake’s fashion, built in metal. This type of material allowed Kuramata to express abstraction, immateriality and to play with shadows and light.

Apart from the floor (made of mixed gravel tiles), he only used metal openwork and aluminium. A series of fifteen lightweight metallic arches forms the skeleton of both the vaulted ceiling and partition walls. It is covered by metal meshing painted black, of two different types to create moiré effects. This overall element defines the space of the shop and encloses the other components: displays, pay desk, changing rooms and storage area. Each arch of the metallic vault hangs by three points from the ceiling. On the window side, the partition walls reach down to the floor; on the corridor side, they rest on chrome-plated columns.

Displays consist of metal openwork rods and shelves and tubular elements. The chrome-plated, flawless finishing of these shiny elements contrasts with the dark environment. The superposition of several layers of mesh either neutralizes the existing elements (windows) or incorporates them (the frame of the technical ceiling becomes like another, larger mesh), while at the same time isolating the shop from the rest of the department store. The general moiré effect is reinforced by light that has been incorporated between the existing ceiling and the vault.

The Miyake boutique is part of a conglomerate of different showrooms in Seibu department store, one of the largest at that time. It is a shop-in-a-shop, and this retail type differs quite frankly from classic street-front boutiques. Because of being in a department store, several physical constraints are absent, for instance, those of providing a waterproof shelter, a secure environment and independent facility supplies. At the same time, other limitations, like the position of lighting and technical facilities, have to be dealt with. This environment also implies a stronger immediate competition, because of the high concentration of similar boutiques or because of the shopping mall environment; shops, therefore, have to distinguish themselves. These two factors entail a type of architecture deliberately

MATERIALS

LOCATION
representational of a designer’s world. One technique used was the denial of the existing surroundings. This design ignored the existing physical features of its location: a series of windows on one side and a technical ceiling. The flooring (stone tiles) is also radically different from that of the public space of the department store.

Source:

In 1983, Japanese designer Rei Kawakubo opened her first American boutique in New York, where it quickly attracted attention for its radical approach. Not a single piece of clothing was actually displayed and the architecture was minimal and bare: a raw concrete box, furnished with just a few pieces of steel furniture. At the time, such a combination was completely new for retail, and this shop started the long line of innovative designs Kawakubo produced for her brand.

The designer is a driving force in Japanese fashion, and she sponsors up-and-coming artists and designers. By collaborating with them, she constantly has new ideas at her disposal and manages to regenerate her brand tirelessly. While she regularly works with established architects (for instance, Takao Kawasaki and Future Systems), she always involves young talent. Sometimes, designers work separately on the same project, without being aware of the others’ proposals. Such a creative emulation provides Kawakubo with a large amount of information that she herself organizes into a final design. Her role can be described as that of a curator. The shop in Chelsea is a
good example of such teamwork, where Future Systems took care of the entrance tunnel while Takao Kawasaki designed the interior.

Since 1983, what Kawakubo seems to propose is a constant anti-shop, always resisting mainstream trends by systematically choosing the opposite direction. Perhaps this is the sign of an avant-garde outlook – it is certainly a clever retailing technique. In fact, she understood the possibilities that retail could offer early on, before fashion became the competitive market that it is. While brands and their media exposure have multiplied (through advertisement or sponsoring), she has managed to redefine what luxury is, and uses architecture to do so, by making her outlets more than mere selling points. As for other brands, her shops do provide a setting that refers to socio-cultural connotations. But while these usually take the form of specific materials or a typical division of space, Kawakubo is looking for an overall feeling. Her shops are better conceived of as experience halls;
they do not provide a background for brand merchandising, but are rather part of the brand itself. Product and shops are thus strongly bound, sometimes literally, with, for instance, limited-edition leatherware, with colours that recall the shop they are sold in: blue for Tokyo, red for Paris and green for New York.
The three shops presented here, while designed in different periods and under varying conditions, are characteristic of this ongoing investigation. By blurring architecture and fashion, Kawakubo creates a unique combination that allows her to relocate products from the sphere of commerce into the cultural field, and therefore to give them an added value. This strategy finds another means of expression in the recurrent use of art. At first this was conveyed through architecture itself, for instance in the early minimalism of Comme des Garçons SHIRT in New York. But by the end of the 1990s, pieces of art became part of the shop as such: in 2002 in Paris, studio KRD proposed a red gallery in front of the entrance, with red cubes slowly moving across the floor. The 2005 refurbishment of the Aoyama shop in Tokyo was done in cooperation with Belgian artist, Jan de Cock. The Dover Street Market in London, a luxury bazaar that opened in 2004, inspired by the late Kensington Market, can even be described as an art exhibition. Its raw interior consists of constructive elements and ducts left exposed, in which carefully selected designers were invited to each arrange a specified zone. Such designs ensure that these shops are published in media that address a possible target for Comme des Garçons's products. They provide invisible, possibly unplanned, but certainly effective publicity.

There is a downside and a limit to this action, however: the influence these designs have on other brands limits their own durability and accurateness in time. Mainstream companies look at businesses like Comme des Garçons to feed their own inspiration. For instance, the shop and graphic design of brands such as The Gap, Mango or Zara clearly show some influences from other, more luxurious brands (Calvin Klein, Chloé and Prada, respectively). Kawakubo’s influence can be felt in the massive use of art in retail (a technique that has somehow become a classic by now), the qualification of fashion as a cultural artefact and, as a consequence of this process, in the appearance of concept stores.

When design is not enough to keep the lead, the choice of location can provide another escape. In the case of Kawakubo’s boutiques, it is a good witness of the evolution in her understanding of what retail means.

Older shops were located in prime locations, like Omotesando Avenue in Tokyo or Soho, New York. Located on a narrow lot, Comme des Garçons SHIRT in Soho had a striking façade (a white plastered entrance) coming up onto the street. Such an architectural device created a threshold into the shop and other elements that could extend the distance to the public domain, such as security fences, were kept visible.

---

2 Top segment brands also benefit from this exchange: mainstream companies are dressing potential luxury customers that, in turn, inevitably pay a visit to the original
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For the Comme des Garçons shop opened in 1998, situated in an old garage, she elected the Chelsea district, a part of the city off the traditional fashion roads, but in the vicinity of some art galleries. The existing situation and street frontage have been maintained to keep the traditional atmosphere. The choice of this location, and the invisible, not outspoken, façade, help to blend the shop into an environment that suits Kawakubo’s idea of what her brand stands for (eventually, this shop was named four times in the press as an art venue).³

The same process is taken a step further with the so-called Guerrilla stores. Opened for a period of just one year, they are situated in neglected or non-commercial areas. The Berlin shop, presented here, is located in an old bookshop on a large avenue in the eastern part of the city. The technique of temporary outlets⁴ is reminiscent of squatting movements; it helps stage the brand in a different setting than usual. Opposed to traditional advertising, a technique of concealment is at play here that makes use of the customer’s curiosity: people have to look for these off-centre shops.

Business-wise, it is a perfect way to test new locations and to start doing business in countries traditionally less fashionable, but where there is interest from clients. And while Guerrilla shops are meant to be open one year only, an exception was made in Berlin, as the city proved to be a good market (when the shop closed down, another one was opened in a different location).
The use of specific locations as a way to create distance or discretion seems to prevail today over earlier techniques such as concealed or closed façades (present in the older shops in Tokyo, Paris or Paris for Perfumes). An interesting phenomenon is the fact that these peculiar shops actually upgraded the district they were operating in, eventually turning them into a fashionable area and attracting retail activity.\(^5\)

Another way to filter attention and to provoke curiosity and exclusivity is through display. For her line of Comme des Garçons

SHIRT shops, even though intended for a slightly less exclusive market, Kawakubo chose a comparable minimalist approach to that in Wooster Street. Besides the sculptural ceiling (with a central element that conceals the ventilation duct), everything was taken out: plastered walls provide a neutral background and focus attention on two expressive shelves made of brushed steel elements and the cash register. The mirror is located at the back of the building, and one has to go through the whole shop to look at oneself in the mirror.

In 1998, when asked to refurbish three shops with the same flair (Tokyo, Paris and New York), Future Systems and Kawasaki designed an abstract world, made out of objects that tend to blur one’s sense of reality and balance. These are environments without scale, filled with island-like furniture, where clients forget reality and concentrate on clothes and accessories displayed in niches in the floor. It is a space like a museum, a retail version of the white cube so popular in art galleries.

After minimalism, after abstraction, Guerrilla shops are playing with another notion, that of invisibility. They recall older forms of retail, like remainder bookshops or clearance houses. They also take advantage of the existing situation and, with a minimum budget, demonstrate that anything can be used as display elements for Comme des Garçons’s products. Here, there is no will to impress, but rather a wish to precisely erase any preconception about luxury. These existing tenements have the power to evoke another, not fashion-related type of environment and therefore to focus one’s attention on Kawakubo’s items solely. In order to achieve this, these are displayed in a naturalistic way, completely accessible to anybody who dares to enter.

Sources:
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The first concept shop arrived on the scene in London in 1987, when Terence Conrad opened his Conrad Shop, offering a selection of artifacts related to fashion, industrial design, furniture and art under the same roof. This retail formula is not so much based on the product itself (even though quality remains a determinant), but on the atmosphere and lifestyle that such an accumulation projects. Success depends mostly on the owner’s ability to offer a first-rate selection.

After a long career in the worlds of fashion (as a model, stylist and entrepreneur) and media (as a journalist, publisher and editor),
Carla Sozzani first opened the photography and design gallery that bears her name in 1990, completing it with a shop that sells art books and music. Other spaces soon followed: the ‘10 Corso Como’ store one year later, a bar/restaurant in 1998 and a small Bed & Breakfast called ‘3 rooms’ in 2003. Conceived with an initial investment of only $200,000, this ensemble has proved to be incredibly successful and now belongs to a selective group of shops (including Colette in Paris, Fred Segal in Los Angeles and Dover Street Market in London) that form a circuit known to cosmopolitan shoppers.

Remarkably, 10 Corso Como is situated on the outskirts of the city, in a district dominated by the nearby Porta Garibaldi railway station. It is organized around a classic Milanese courtyard, with an old, two-storey, 2500 m² garage building with a conservatory as its main element. While the shop occupies most of the ground floor area (1200 m²), the other functions are spread around the courtyard.

LOCATION

The quiet, set-back environment prevents annoyance from traffic and brouhaha from the city, but it is also a strategic tool. The shop actually offers its clientele two seemingly contradictory things: on the one hand, the assurance of meeting a worldly crowd with similar codes and tastes, on the other, the possibility of interaction with genuine
Milanese ‘in the know’ about their city. It is an international hot spot where you can also catch a glimpse of local happenings.

But the remoteness of the shop implies a different form of retail, not aimed at impulse buying such as that in traditional shopping areas. Because interested customers have to find their way to 10 Corso Como, links with the media necessarily go beyond mere publicity. Sozzani’s previous experiences in both fashion and media are apparent in many of 10 Corso Como’s features. Her intention was to create a three-dimensional fashion magazine where, ‘when turning the pages, you have something different, but with the feeling that you can buy everything immediately’.² The ensemble, with its different components, offers a collage of cultural, social and commercial entities that are typical of glossy publications. The open design, the quantity of products presented and the unusual way in which they are displayed hold the customer’s attention, keep him or her moving from one corner to the next – again as a magazine layout would do visually.

Sozzani’s choices are based on her own experience of the market she is targeting, while her network (represented, for instance, by her sister Franca Sozzani, editor-in-chief of Vogue Italia, or her artist partner Kris Ruhs) provides her with the necessary back-up and publicity.

The bazaar-like organization, displaying products of different natures next to each other (furniture, fashion, culture, music, lifestyle), shows a real understanding of how current retail functions.

On several levels, 10 Corso Como can be described as a boutique – in the nineteenth-century sense – because it offers a series of services to its customers. The selection made by Sozzani precisely answers the questions induced by the profusion of information and choice.

---

04 ground floor: plan
05 first floor: plan

1. small café
2. courtyard/garden café
3. shop
4. kitchen
5. restaurant
6. small gallery
7. bookstore
8. gallery
presented by contemporary media. The central courtyard allows one to participate in a succession of socio-cultural activities: the gallery, the design store, the bookshop, the garden bar, the restaurant and the café. Significantly enough, the gallery came first and shopping is just one of many activities – all of which take advantage of their spatial proximity to each other. In this respect, 10 Corso Como not only gives access to new products, often hard-to-find imports, but most of all supports them by granting access to cultural references. It relocates them in design history and gives their potential owners the possibility to reconsider their own relation to design and art. The homey atmosphere of the place is fundamental, as it brings the customer closer to the

126 10 Corso Como, Milan (1991)
world evoked by the products, much more so than in a flagship store. As in a house, there is natural light, domestic furniture is used to display goods, there is a garden and a library, and even the possibility of having a drink; it is a place to stay (the B&B being the ultimate evidence of this), an aspect that might influence the sales volume.

Sources:
www.galleriacarlasozzani.com
www.designboom.com/eng/funclub/10.html
Italian leather goods company Mandarina Duck had to strategically reorganize its distribution network in the past ten years. This was partly due to the company’s economic growth but also to the introduction of a clothing line that increased the number of items to be displayed in each shop.

The system developed to answer Mandarina Duck’s new expectations was a retailing network including three types of shops.

The ‘embassies’ are flagship stores located in fashionable European capitals like Milan, Berlin, Paris or London. With a sales area of about 300 m², they are designed by internationally renowned architects, giving each an autonomous character.

In cities like Florence or Lyons, the ‘consulates’ are medium-sized spaces (about 150 m²) with a standardized layout and fittings.
(called ‘Mandarina’ and developed by Studio X Design Group) and a computerized stock and sales management system. Finally, ‘corners’ or ‘focus areas’ in selected department stores and multi-brand boutiques (designed according to the ‘Mandarina’ concept) ensure the presence of the brand and complete the network of globally recognizable retail points.

When asked to design the Parisian ‘embassy’, Dutch collective Droog Design approached NL Architects, who later went on to build the shop. The Dutch collective is known for its innovative designs that often reinterpret everyday artifacts, and has been a design culture favourite since its conception in 1993. The idea that Droog’s founders Renny Ramakers and Gijs Bakker developed together with the architects was that of giving space the main role and of designing a
store with no architecture, consisting only of furniture (including designs by Stijn Roodnat) and products.

This proved to be a very successful proposal on several levels: economically – the shop was a bestseller and its closure in February 2003 was only due to the brand’s real estate strategy; as a marketing tool – because the shop was published in several prestigious magazines, Mandarina Duck realized that architecture could have an impact beyond its mere use; and as a trendsetter – some devices implemented in the shop were later reinterpreted and commercialized by other companies (fibreglass rods, colourful bike straps, etc.).

Even though only 40 per cent of the budget was used for furniture, its presence in the shop stands out, while the rest of the shop (around 130 m² ground floor and 190 m² first floor) was kept neutral. Indeed, the original concept was to propose a set of various
objects that could be applied to any location and any future shop, and even though this idea was abandoned, it strongly defined the nature of these objects. They are autonomous elements (each of them reinterprets one aspect of retail), and together they cover the whole range of functions of a shop. For example, the revolving spiral staircase, a delicate piece of machinery next to the entrance, is meant...
Objects
1. revolving stair
2. pinwall
3. pallet tunnel
4. incubator
5. rubber wall
6. inverse clothing rack
7. counter
8. fitting rooms
9. vacuum wall
10. epoxy cupboard
11. stacked round tables
12. curtain room
13. socle
14. fluo-cupboards
15. mirrorboxes
16. grassland

Materials
1. painted steel
2. aluminium, id-polyethylene
3. lexaan excell, MDF
4. glass, MDF, steel
5. rhodorsil meêlange-maitre MF 345 U
6. stainless steel
7. MDF, glass
8. mirror
9. UV stable PVC foil, steel
10. poured epoxy
11. steel
12. nickel-plated copper
13. lexaan excell, glass
14. metalmek armatures in steel frame
15. glass, MDF, steel
16. glass-fibre
to catch the customer’s eye and lead them to the second floor; the ‘incubator’ displays small and precious items that are normally protected behind glass in a playful way; on the ‘pin wall’, which resembles a child’s toy, aluminium pipes can be pushed in or out of the surface. The ‘inverse clothes rack’ or ‘cocoon’ symbolizes the whole shop concept. Instead of displaying clothes, it hides them and provides an inner zone propitious to reasoned choices. It offers a good way to display a lot of items without making their presence too obvious.

The elements are free-standing, placed wherever they are necessary, and they all have a self-supporting lighting system. Their multiplicity makes it easy to replace one with another. The pallet tunnel, a back-lit object of translucent polycarbonate pallets specifically made for the shop, was later replaced by several showcases. These ‘fluo-cupboards’ are shelves made out of fluorescent light fixtures, in which products seem to be supported by light alone.

Besides displaying goods, some elements fulfil other functions: on the first floor, a heavy chain mail curtain acts as a space divider and fibreglass rods hide dressing rooms. The bright yellow cash desk at the back of the shop offers a view of the shop and has a long counter – to serve many customers and to display products and information.

Sources:
Downey, C., ‘Mandarina Duck’, Architectural Record, 9, 2001
Nicolls, G., ‘Duck à l’Orange’, Pi, project and interieur, 2003
www.mandarinaduck.com
The Oki-ni shop does not sell merchandise, it is a place where customers can discover and try on limited-edition clothes and accessories that they can then buy online. So it is not a boutique, but a physical extension of an e-shop. It also represents a new economic system, in which the lifespan of fashion goods is decreasing and where information and surprise are determinant characteristics. Oki-ni consumers understand and accept these givens and in return the shop responds to this by providing them with a place connected to their (possibly idealized) way of living. A strong reference is the art gallery, with a shop where elements form an ephemeral installation rather than a definite selling space as the result. Some conventional retail elements have undergone a transformation: an informal information point has replaced the cash area, and storage, being superfluous here, has been reduced to a minimum. The space is wholly dedicated to displaying fashion items and gathering information.

However, the choice of location is both contrary to and the perfect counterpart of the interior design. Oki-ni has chosen to settle
in Savile Row, London's tailors' street since the 1800s. By doing so, a parallel is created between tailor-making boutiques and the activities in this shop, with the idea that limited-edition items are nowadays custom-made suits. And keeping in mind the market Oki-ni is addressing: high-income customers who buy both high fashion and tailor-made clothes. Thus the location has a double function: it places Oki-ni into the segment it wants to be in, and provides customers with the confirmation of their own status. Smaller concessions can also be found in department stores in the UK and Japan.

Display being the essence of this shop, the whole space can be defined as a showcase. Thanks to their detailing (simple window frames, painted black to reinforce the framing effect), the three large shop windows have minimal presence. The oak floor hovers above the existing structure, sloping up (in a 1:25 ratio) towards the back of the shop and wrapping up the walls. This technique, often used in stage design, visually increases the display area towards the street. The leftover spaces between this new skin and the irregular existing building envelope have been turned into changing rooms and storage areas.
04 axonometric view

05 display element, sketch
06 display system:
combination of felt sheets and lighting
On the wooden platform, piles of man-sized felt sheets serve as display elements with clothes lying on them. A single lamp hanging from the ceiling provides direct soft lighting to each pile (light being absorbed and evenly diffused by felt). These piles invite a loose way of shopping – customers can sit wherever they please, take time to check products, read magazines or order online from laptops. Coloured metal boxes complete the display possibilities. This system is multifunctional: felt sheets can be piled up into towers or spread across the floor, according to specific display requirements. Simple wire coat hangers dangle on the wooden walls.

There is an obviously designed informality to this shop, which is implemented by the softness and low-tech expression of all materials and finishing. Fluorescent neon lights give the space its general lighting, according to a grid that is directed towards the entrance, as a welcoming signal for potential customers.

Source:

www.oki-ni.com
Camper Temporary Shop
‘Walk in Progress’
2000
Marti Guixé
Various locations
(DESIGNER/CLIENT) (SALES) (MATERIALS)

01 interior, general view
Camper is a Spanish shoemaker, known for traditional, casual, yet innovative products, served by a strong ecological brand image. Martí Guixé has collaborated with Camper on several projects, first, as an industrial designer for merchandising items, then, from 1998 on, as the architect of Camper commercial spaces. He has worked on two specific projects: 'Walk in Progress', developed in 2000 for contemporary Camper shops waiting for definite interiors, and 'Best-Seller Shops', started in 2001 and aimed at highly functional shops. The first Walk in Progress shop was tested in Via Montenapoleone in Milan, and so far, six such Camper stores have been inaugurated.

The success of such a formula is due to Guixé’s capacity to formulate simple rules that cover the whole range of archetypal components of a shop: façades, walls, lighting, displays. He chose to expose them on instruction cards like those for air crash procedures, a medium that is synthetic and can be understood by any shopkeeper.

Guixé’s concept successfully addresses several constraints. First of all, it is more a set of rules than a definite model, a standard that can adapt to various situations. The idea is simple: to make a temporary and interactive shop that can be opened quickly and function efficiently until the final design is ready.

These shop interiors also serve to express the brand image of nature, openness and awareness: they are built out of easily available, recyclable materials and clearly advertise this. By using shoeboxes as building bricks, the brand is present in the interior: discreetly, fleetingly, but nevertheless clearly.

They also give a central role to communication with the customer; they lend large participation to the retailer. These interiors manage to express a specific Camper philosophy and thus to provide environments that appeal to their target group. Communication is a recurrent theme in Camper’s shops (for instance, the 'Info Shops' in 1998, in Barcelona, New York and London). By allowing customers to sign the walls (markers are handed out inside the store), they are given a role to play in an ephemeral art happening, making them part of Camper history. The performance is part of the shopping action.

But most of all, this formula gives Camper the possibility to answer the continuous business pressure that the company has been under because of its enormous success. Guixé manages to meet financial and time requirements: because most of their shops are located in prominent areas, Camper cannot afford to keep them closed while refurbishing. From nine to twelve months after the opening of a Walk in Progress shop, the permanent shop is opened.

To achieve this goal with the least amount of investment implies constructive and fitting systems that do not need specific skills or materials – systems that can be adapted to given situations while reusing, when possible, existing elements such as shop windows and lighting fittings.
The instruction cards define the different actions to be taken in the shop interiors, according to the situation: how to clear the space; what colours to use on the walls, ceiling and floor; information to be applied to the façade; and the positions of display elements, pay desk and storage. The centre of the shop is decorated with a table made of shoeboxes on which the season’s models are displayed. Walls are plastered white and a black grid defines squares in which customers are invited to write down their thoughts, messages or ideas. The only materials needed are paint and MDF for the shoeboxes. This simplicity and ease of execution also allow any shopkeeper to coordinate the renovation, whatever technical knowledge he/she may have. It is an economical, marketing and technical tool all in one.
Sources:

Guixé, M., 1:1, Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2002


www.camper.es


www.guixe.com
Australian Homemade Ice Cream
2002
Concrete Architectural Associates
Singel 437, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
(DESIGNER/CLIENT) (LOCATION)
(SOCIAL ISSUES) (DISPLAY)

01 interior, general view
Originally a Belgian chain, ice cream-maker Australian Homemade developed a new image when introduced into the Netherlands in 1995. The success of the company lies in the quality of its products, all made using natural ingredients and flavours, but also in the implementation of new techniques. Thanks to their innovative production and stock management, Australian ice creams ingredients can be quickly transported; they are always fresh in the shop and can be transformed ad hoc without any specific know-how.

Because they were not satisfied with the way their first shops looked, Australian’s owners asked Concrete Architectural Associates to come up with a design that would provide a strong corporate identity. The result is a clear-cut, high-tech interior for young affluent consumers, with the Aboriginal theme standing for tradition, nature and mythology. This shop was the first to meet the expectations of the company, and its components were used to form a catalogue that would eventually be applied to other retail points.

As ice creams and their derivatives are products that are typically bought on impulse, they usually sell best along commercial routes. Australian therefore tends to locate its shops in specific locations, such as pedestrian areas, passages or shopping malls.

This first Dutch shop could be described as Australian’s urban archetype: located in the heart of Amsterdam, on a corner where an important shopping street meets with a square, next to a flower market frequented by tourists. Although it is an indoor space, the presence of...
very large windows (a traditional aspect of Dutch ground-level architecture) maximizes the interaction between outside and inside. Thanks to its prominent location, with potential customers arriving from three different directions, consumption itself can be externalized: the nearby square with its benches and view of the canals and the market is a great place to sit and eat your ice cream.

Australian subtly plays with historical connotations, with components of the shop reminiscent of Italian gelaterias, an urban type going back to the nineteenth century. But while gelaterias are traditionally private-owned businesses, whose success is generally based on personal craftsmanship, Australian chooses to advertise its particular production techniques. Instead of selling a specific...
know-how, it takes advantage of the latest developments to ensure constant quality.

Yet these two forms of retail, while rather different, are successfully brought together in the interior. The display counter has ice-cream containers with simple, wrought lids; everything is made on site from fresh, all-natural ingredients, with the help of turbines strategically left in sight; ice creams are not kept frozen, but close to room temperature in order to get the real taste. Australian pursues the traditional combination of offering coffee next to ice creams, but has enriched this to accommodate contemporary demands: beverages like hot chocolate, milkshakes or cold drinks, and chocolate bonbons.

The simplicity of the design responds to the simplicity of the concept. There is an attempt to display authenticity, through a combination of two components, each having a defined function. The ‘Australian’ flair is to be found everywhere, from the use of aboriginal patterns on packaging, chocolate finishing and flooring, to the use of sandy colours. It transmits the brand and ensures that the shop stays agreeable and appealing to a large crowd. On the other hand, the specific conditioning constraints of this type of product have been addressed radically and literally: all display elements (the counter for ice-cream containers and chocolate bonbons; seven fridges in the back wall for chocolate packs and drinks) are made out of stainless steel, expressing a hygienic connotation inherent to food products. The fridges, by their shape, size and commonness, resemble those in supermarkets. They are immediately recognizable to the customer and therefore directly usable.

Lighting plays an important role in that it regulates the overall atmosphere of the shop. Fittings subtly diffuse warm (yellow) lighting during winter months and cold lighting (whiter) during the summer. This system allows the company to regulate the background against which transactions are made, and to influence them. Here, the cooperation between merchandising and architecture works perfectly. By evoking the background of a gelateria and by sharing simple decorative elements with merchandising, this design offers a highly recognizable archetype in a time of mass production.

Sources:

www.australianhomemade.com
www.australianicecream.be
The theme of recycling is central to 2012 Architecten’s work. This group of young architects based in Rotterdam tries to produce viable architecture from waste, along with developing a digital catalogue (www.recyclicity.net) and encouraging designers to reuse the materials listed there, which are cheap and often available in huge quantities.

2012 Architecten develop their ideas through their projects, both theoretical and real. The Duchi shoe shop, located in The Hague seaside resort of Scheveningen, gave 2012 Architecten a chance to explore and put into practice their principles. However, one cannot help noticing that the products sold here (a large range of shoes for young-minded people) do not necessarily adhere to the ecological statement the shop seems to wish to identify with. The use of recycled material is not evident in the product; the ecological preoccupation it presupposes is solely used as a way to appeal to a crowd – possibly politically conscious, certainly sensitive to uncommon designs.
The recycled materials used here evoke specific worlds (the car and building industries); the designers sublimated these and managed to redirect them into the service of the newly created environment and the realm unconsciously linked to this type of products.

Some 90 per cent of the fittings in the 70 m² shop are composed of waste, and the use of discarded materials or leftovers had consequences on several levels. The specifics of these materials (in terms of shape, building qualities and amount of reworking their original rough state demanded) have been taken into account. Obliged to adapt to existing dimensions and time-consuming treatment, the architects did not try to fit the existing premises. Instead, they concentrated on finding simple and striking elements that were both representative and multifunctional (luckily enough, the circular shelf units fit perfectly into the existing dimensions). For this reason, and except for the central sitting furniture, no element was conceived before actually being placed in the shop; the design took place during the building process.

The space along the shop front is kept free for displaying and paying; further back, two main elements give the interior space its organization: a central ‘trying-out element’ and a circular, continuous storage shelf around it. The existing premises (walls and ceilings) and a small enclosed space (containing the locker and toilets) have been kept neutral and are used as a backdrop for the design.
1. cash desk
2. fitting bench
3. storage
4. mirrors
5. staff room
With a diameter of 4 m and a complex organic shape, the central island serves multiple functions: it offers seats and backrests for the clients and is also a footstool at working height for the salespeople. Customers can try out footwear in its centre by walking on an old cash register conveyer belt. The entire floor of the shop, covered with recycled wood, has been raised in order to hide its machinery.

The surface of this piece of furniture is made of about 1500 offcuts from various wood types (40 x 2 cm, in pine, birch, acacia and mahogany), glued and hooked onto a plywood construction, then sanded and finished.

The storage shelves surrounding the sitting element are made of Audi 100 windscreens. For the shop window and the cash-desk case, thirty more frontal and forty lateral windscreens were used. These windscreens are no longer in production, but their discovery in a depot formed the starting point for the design. They are arranged parallel to one another and form a circular shelf that is used to store and display the different products of all sizes. This arrangement offers both personnel and clientele a better screening of available products: it eases work and at the same time tempts customers to check out other products that would normally be hidden in a separate stock room.

Besides their ecological dimension, these two elements also correspond to some specific social interactions: they permit a fluid, effortless exchange between customers and personnel, soften the spatial division and turn the shop into a convenient place to be in. The windscreens are fixed on a stainless-steel structure that represents the only brand new element. Recycling was not possible here, because of the specific shape of the shelves, but also because of the harsh salty North Sea climate that demands specifically resistant material.

Sources:
Erven, R., ‘Ontwerpen met afvalstromen’, de Architect, October 2004
www.2012architecten.nl
www.recyclicity.net
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Annotated bibliography

While this book discusses retail architecture through the model of the boutique, the argument cannot be reduced to one type. The aim of this bibliography is to provide the reader with a tool for further reading.

The bibliography has been divided in two parts: the first presents books and articles on consumer culture, retail and economy history. The second concentrates on architecture, with links to other typologies or specific points of interests such as shop fronts.

**Consumer culture and economic history**

**General**


The book analyses the relationship between the emergence of mass production, retailing and marketing in the UK. The author discusses mostly small shops, so there is very little on the influence of the department store in fostering a mass market/mass consumption society.


This book traces British retailing not only in general but by trade area as well (i.e. grocery, meat, milk, clothing, footwear, furniture, etc.). Jefferys makes a clear distinction between the retail trade before 1914, from 1914 to 1939, and 1939 to 1950, with three separate chapters analysing the distributive trades of each period. A fourth chapter looks at the development of large-scale retailing.


This book proposes a synthesis on the evolution of marketing and marketing methods in the twentieth century.


This website provides resources and promotes communication among scholars in economic history and related fields. Bibliography, book reviews and encyclopedia.


Contemporary criticism
This book addresses the influence of shopping on post-war American society.
Gender
Shopping played an important role in social and cultural sexual differentiation, and several books have investigated this aspect of retail in terms of architecture, social changes and economy.


Benson, S. P., *Counter Culture: Saleswomen, Managers and Customers in American Department Stores, 1890–1940*, Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1988


Mort, F., *Cultures of Consumption: Masculinities and Social Space in Late Twentieth-Century Britain*, London and New York: Routledge, 1996


The architecture of commerce

General


Two comparative essays on contemporary design in five different fields: fashion, health, architecture, advertisement and industrial design.
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Schuhmacher, A., *Ladenbau*, Stuttgart: Julius Hoffmann, 1934
This comprehensive book on shops offers around 75 plates of details of construction of shops, and photographs of many examples in both Europe and America.

On market places
This is probably the best record of Les Halles, the central market hall in Paris that was destroyed in 1971. The introduction is historical and technical and the plates range from a sweeping bird’s-eye view to the smallest detail.
The Gazeteer’s website proposes its own bibliography on British medieval marketplaces. This is regularly updated and goes through a range of sources to provide as much information as possible about each market.

On arcades

155 Annotated bibliography


On department stores

Bragg, A., ‘Will the Department Store Survive?’, *Sales and Marketing Management*, 136, April 1986

Cohen, D., ‘Grand Emporiums Peddle Their Wares in a New Market’, *Smithsonian*, 23(12), March 1993


The website provides a bibliography.


This survey of existing literature on department stores is very complete and forms an excellent departure point for anybody interested in the evolution of this specific typology, or on shopping in general.

On shopping malls


This book offers a good bibliography up to the early 1980s for books in other European countries, including Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy and Spain.


The three texts by Victor Gruen clearly show his changes of mind towards the typology he helped to invent.


On other forms of retail


Technical handbooks
This guide has a complete chapter on lighting techniques.
Comprehensive bibliography on cash handling systems in shops and department stores from the 1880s to the present day.
The Institute of Store Planners, *Stores and Retail Spaces* series, Cincinnati: St Media Group International, 2000


This book discusses the treatment of the shopping street, methods of display of merchandise, advertisements and signs. Illustrated with 84 diagrams and photographs.


On shop windows and display techniques


This book includes a number of traditional English examples.


48 photographs of shop fronts and interiors.
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